Personal Radiation Protection
Imaging Soltuions offers a comprehensive portfolio of personal radiation protection products. RadSafe
by Imaging Solutions is an Australian-made brand of aprons and related accessories that is innovative
and ergonomic. Offering healthcare professionals the most comfortable and reliable protection
available on the market. Coupled with a wide selection of accessories, care and storage options,
Imaging Solutions is your single source supplier for radiation protection.

your single source supplier
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About Us

Who Are We?
Imaging Solutions is a specialist supplier of superior
medical imaging and general healthcare products
from the world’s leading brands.

RadSafe personal radiation protective apparel is setting new
standards in innovative and reliable protection for healthcare
professionals around the world.

Your Single Source Supplier

Manufactured to exceptionally high standards, RadSafe
aprons are available in a number of ergonomic and genderspecific designs to maximise flexibility and comfort. This
means that, if required, RadSafe aprons may be safely and
comfortably worn more frequently, or for longer periods.

The company’s critical point of difference is a single
source supplier formula that enables it to provide
outstanding value and unrivalled convenience,
efficiency and risk management to our customers.

Designed and Manufactured by
Imaging Solutions

History of Imaging Solutions
Imaging Solutions boasts a proud history. Established
in 1992, the company expanded it core distribution
business through the acquisition of a number of bolton enterprises such that combined, the organisation
has over 45 years of history in supporting the
Australian and New Zealand medical imaging industry
Today, Imaging Solutions operates internationally and
is headquartered in Brisbane, Australia.

Imaging Solutions is an Australian market leader in medical
imaging equipment and specifically radiation protection
products. Boasting over 28 years of experience, RadSafe
is the culmination of years of market research, design
and development. The end result is a product that doesn't
compromise on quality or compliance and a world-class brand
of products that ticks all the boxes.
When you wear a product marked with the RadSafe brand,
you can rest assured you're protected now and long into the
future.

Testimonials
Imaging Queensland, Queensland, Australia
I am pleased to recommend Imaging Solutions as a reputable and outstanding company
to deal with. Our company has been working with Imaging Solution for over 5 years, and
during these years we have used all their services, including IT, equipment, MRI RF cage,
as well as computers, printers etc. As their name suggest they have been a single source
solution for all of our imaging needs. Glenn and his team have been a pleasure to work
with. Nothing is too much trouble and they have always responded to our needs and
demands. We have grown to trust that Imaging Solutions brings the best possible quality
product and service. I would strongly recommend Imaging Solutions to any company.
— Dr. Siavash Es’haghi

Benson Radiology, South Australia, Australia
We first engaged Imaging Solutions to install a RF cage in 2013. We have since installed
two more RF cages with Imaging Solutions. Imaging Solutions provide us a high standard
of customer service, are attentive and accommodating to our needs and provide a quality
product. We have found Imaging Solutions to be responsive, easy to communicate with
and harmonise with the requirements of multi-faceted project timelines. They have been
quick to rectify any of the inevitable (minor) problems that can sometimes arise when
working with multiple contractors. We are pleased with the build and performance quality
of their RF cages and he after sales service.
— Mr Keith Gray
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RadSafe personal radiation protective apparel and eyewear is
setting new standards in innovative and reliable protection for
healthcare professionals around the world.
Manufactured to exceptionally high standards, RadSafe aprons
are available in a number of ergonomic and gender-specific
designs and in a full range of sizes to maximise flexibility and
comfort. This means that, if required, RadSafe aprons may be
safely and comfortably worn more frequently, or for long periods
of time. Users can choose from a range of protective materials
and lead equivalency options for reliable protection without
compromise.
To complement our protective apparel range, RadSafe provides
a variety of online tracking, reporting and management
products and solutions to ensure your new product has longlasting support. For instance, RadTrack®, our online apparel
management system is the perfect tool to manage your
protective apron. Additionally, our RadStore® storage products
and RadFresh® cleaning and care solutions are purpose-built
for use with our apparel and will assist to extend the life of your
protective item.

Quality & Protection
without Compromise

Our commitment is to deliver ‘Optimum Quality,
Compliance, and Protection you can depend on.’

The online tracking, reporting,
and management solution
for your fleet of personal
radiation protection assets.

Providing a robust and
independent radiation
testing service to the
personal radiation
protection industry.

RaDstore
Purpose-design cleaning and
care products that are safe
for you and the environment.

Quality, effective and
innovative storage solutions
for personal radiation
protective apparel.

RadSafe Inner Core Material

RADSAFE OPTIMA ULTRA-LIGHT
BI-LAYER MATERIAL
RadSafe Optima is a world-leading inner core material used
in all RadSafe garments. RadSafe Optima was designed to
offer radiation protection that meets or exceeds all relevant
international standards while minimising weight compared to
lead-only and other competing non-lead materials. Utilising two
separate layers of metal dispersed polymer compounds, RadSafe
Optima provides an unbeatable balance of compliance and
weight minimisation compared to other options on the market.

RadSafe products meet the highest level of protection
against radiation. All other product features and
benefits are a second priority to ensuring our
customers can wear RadSafe products knowing they
meet and exceed all mandated standards.
In order to deliver on this promise, RadSafe is the
only manufacturer worldwide who routinely and
frequently conduct thorough independent testing on
our inner core materials to ensure the safety of our
customers through our protective apparel.

Unrivalled Protection
RadSafe Optima has been tested against worldwide standards
for lead equivalence so you can rest easy knowing you are
properly protected.

Highly Durable
RadSafe Optima has excellent tensile strength and elongation
properties. It has excellent durability and has been designed to
stand the test of time.

Superior Warranty
RadSafe Optima inner material comes with a world-leading 5 year
warranty.

STANDARDS AND COMPLIANCE
All of our inner core materials are tested using the
procedures defined in the following Australian and
international standards:
•

IEC 61331-1:2014

•

IEC 61331-1:1998

•

AS/NZS 4543.3:2000

Why Choose RadSafe?
How is RadSafe better than ever before?
Manufacturing our own apparel has given us an opportunity to produce personal radiation
protection to new and exceptionally high standards. Here is why you should choose
RadSafe:

1. Advanced Design
RadSafe’s unique garment designs represent a harmonious balance between
ergonomics and radiation protection, this has been achieved by combining
human design standards, sizing standards and population datasets with multiple
radiation safety standards including EN 61331-3:2014. Designs are regularly
reviewed as part of our continuous improvement commitment based on customer
feedback, internal innovation and standards review. Central to our design is
the wearer’s quality of working life through optimising comfort and ergonomics
without comprising on protection.
2. Sizing that Makes Sense
RadSafe’s sizing options and range have been developed based on
real world population data rather than conflicting industry or market
representations, our objective being that a medium size should be
representative of the median wearer. RadSafe recognises that similar
to one size does not fit all, one design does not fit all, therefore to
achieve ergonomic and radiation protection performance, RadSafe
has designed each size option against its own individual specification
while also ensuring the sizing range provides optimal coverage for all
wearers and relative consistency.

3. Durability you can Depend on
RadSafe’s garments feature exceptional build quality, using the latest assistive
technologies and specialist machinery, refined stitching techniques and high
quality, for-purpose raw materials, each garment is guaranteed to be delivered
to specifications and provide long-lasting durability. RadSafe garments have
been designed with a view to eliminate market concerns, for example our
textiles feature the right balance of flexibility and denier (density) to reduce
tearing and fraying while not impeding on the use of the garment, textiles are
cut using an automated laser guided cutting machine, ensuring every garment
is consistent and our stitching techniques ensure robust assembly and
reinforcement of high stress points like pocket corners and hanging straps for
example.

4. Assured Protection
RadSafe is committed to ensuring that our customers are receiving the
protection they expect. RadSafe is recommended by internationally recognised
standards. Our radiation attenuation materials or ‘core’ materials are certified
to EN 61331-1:2014 standards and are randomly selected for manufacturing
inspection and performance analysis. Random performance verification
process ensures that production samples and materials perform similar to
the samples used in formal certification processes. RadSafe uses the latest
modified broad-beam testing methodology as its primary testing method, this
method provides measurements that represent real world use and in many
cases provide greater protection than core only tested using narrow-beam
testing methodologies.
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5. Independently Tested (RadLab)
Competing distributors, manufacturers, and marketers worldwide, with the
exception of RadSafe, rely on one-off test results taken on non-production
samples. No ongoing random independent testing is occuring of the product,
and the sample used initially is often unique and not representative of typical
production runs. RadSafe products are randomly tested by Dr. John Laban, an
eminent, well respected, and credentialed radiation physicist.

6. Reduced Lead Time
We have the ability to produce our own
customised aprons and repair existing
apparel with shorter lead times, saving
time and money.

7. In Service, Training and Support
Training presentations are given to support
and educate staff about the dangers of
radiation and how best to mitigate the risks
involved in such environments.

8. Industry Leading Warranty
Industry-leading 2 Year Warranty for
manufacturing defects.

9. Thyroid Collar Included
RadSafe Thyroid Collar included as standard
with all apron purchases.

10. Easy to Order
Personalised fitting and measurement
at your site is available as well as our
state-of-the-art apron customiser and
online ordering system.

11. Free Disposal*
Our End of Life Cycle Disposal service is
offered at no charge when replacing with a new
RadSafe Product. * Only available in Australia.
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FRONT AND BACK PROTECTION - TWO PIECE

Back Relief Vest and Skirt
Benefits
• Suited for long periods
• Shoulder support
• Lower lumber support

Application
•
•
•
•

Catheter laboratory
Endoscopy
Operating theatres
Hybrid laboratory

Size Tolerance
Specific fit

Application Time
Standard (30 - 90 seconds)

Protection
0.25, 0.35 and 0.50 Pb

Weight Ergonomics
3 points (Shoulders, waist and hips)

ABOUT
The Back Relief Vest and Skirt is our most popular full protective apron. It unites the ergonomic benefits of the original
Vest and Skirt Apron with the comfort and weight distribution properties of our Back Relief Apron. The two-piece design
allocates a relatively free upper body rotation and the weight is split and distributed in two areas.
To further improve comfort, the vest contains a special weight reduction belt which relocates the weight from the wearer’s
shoulder to their lower back. The skirt includes a built-in elasticised belt for maximum comfort. The Back Relief Vest
and Skirt Apron offers excellent shoulder and lumber support especially during long procedures. The apron’s three vital
protective contact points are the shoulders, waist and hips.
The Back Relief Vest and Skirt is a specific fit. Please refer to our apron size measurements to choose your preferred size
for the required use.
At Radsafe we strive to make our protective aprons simple to apply and remove. Fitting and storage time are critical in the
medical industry. The application time from removing the apron off the storage rack to placing it on the wearer for use is
approximately 40 seconds. Additionally, the time from removing the apron off the wearer after use to storing the garment on
the storage rack is approximately 28 seconds.
The Back Relief Vest and Skirt Apron is ideal for use during long periods of time. Most suitably worn in catheter and hybrid
laboratories, endoscopy, operating theatres, particularly during lengthy procedures.

Back Relief Vest and Skirt
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RAD-AP-VS-BR

FRONT AND BACK PROTECTION - TWO PIECE

Vest & Skirt Apron
Benefits
• Suited for long periods
• Skirt and belt lumber support

Application
•
•
•
•

Catheter laboratory
Endoscopy
Operating theatres
Hybrid laboratory

Size Tolerance
Specific fit

Application Time
Standard (30 - 90 seconds)

Protection
0.25, 0.35 and 0.50 Pb

Weight Ergonomics
2 points (Shoulders and hips)

ABOUT
The RadSafe Vest & Skirt Apron is our standard two-piece full apron. It provides front and back protection and the
two-piece design makes it simpler for the wearer to rotate their upper body independently from their legs. The weight is
distributed across the body equally, with half on the upper body and the other half supported from the waist down. The skirt
also contains a built-in elasticised belt for necessary comfort.
The Vest and Skirt Apron offers excellent skirt and belt lumber support particularly during extended procedures. The
apron’s two essential protective contact points are the shoulders and hips.
The Vest and Skirt is a specific fit. Please refer to our apron size measurements to choose your size preference for the
required use.
At Radsafe we strive to make our protective aprons simple to apply and remove. Fitting and storage time are critical in the
medical industry. The application time from removing the apron off the storage rack to placing it on the wearer for use is
approximately 34 seconds. Additionally, the time from removing the apron off the wearer after use to storing the garment on
the storage rack is approximately 34 seconds.
The Vest and Skirt Apron is ideal for procedures in operating theatres, catheter and hybrid laboratories, endoscopy and
more.

Vest & Skirt Apron

RAD-AP-VS
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FRONT AND BACK PROTECTION - TWO PIECE

Reverse Vest & Skirt Apron
Benefits
• Flexible range of motion

Application
•
•
•
•

Catheter laboratory
Endoscopy
Operating theatres
Hybrid laboratory

Size Tolerance
Standard Fit

Application Time
High (60 - 120 Seconds)

Protection
0.25, 0.35 and 0.50 Pb

Weight Ergonomics
3 points of distribution
(Shoulders, waist and hips)

ABOUT
The RadSafe Reverse Vest & Skirt Apron is a mobility focused front and rear protection apron. By removing the front
overlap from the original Vest & Skirt Apron, the Reverse Vest & Skirt Apron alleviates the wearer of any vertical rigidity,
allowing for a more flexible range of motion. The weight is distributed across the body evenly with half on the upper body
and the other half supported from the waist. The apron’s three vital protective contact points are the shoulders, waist and
hips.
The Reverse Vest and Skirt Apron is a flexible fit. The apron wearer can fit in a variety of sizes, for example it can
accommodate a size range of small – medium. Please refer to our apron size measurements to choose your size
preference for the required use.
At Radsafe we strive to make our protective aprons simple to apply and remove. Fitting and storage time are critical in the
medical industry. The application time from removing the apron off the storage rack to placing it on the wearer for use is
approximately 55 seconds. Additionally, the time from removing the apron off the wearer after use to storing the garment on
the storage rack is approximately 40 seconds.
The Reverse Vest and Skirt apron is ideal for procedures in operating theatres, catheter and hybrid laboratories, endoscopy
and more.

Reverse Vest & Skirt Apron
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RAD-AP-VS-RV

FRONT AND BACK PROTECTION - TWO PIECE

Vest & Skirt Comfortwear Apron
Benefits
• One of the most comfortable and
suited for long periods

Application
•
•
•
•

Catheter laboratory
Endoscopy
Operating theatres
Hybrid laboratory

Size Tolerance
Standard Fit

Application Time
Standard (30 - 90 Seconds)

Protection
0.25, 0.35 and 0.50 Pb

Weight Ergonomics
3 points of distribution
(Shoulders, waist and hips)

ABOUT
The RadSafe Vest & Skirt Comfortwear Apron shares the same qualities as the Comfortwear Apron, with the key difference
being that it’s a two-piece apron. As a result, the skirt also offers rear protection. The apron has been designed to extend
the weight of the garment across the wearer’s back, therefore reducing shoulder fatigue. The skirt holds its weight on the
hips, further eliminating back strain. The elasticised back and hook-and-loop adjustable straps makes the Vest and Skirt
Comfortwear Apron one of the most comfortable aprons available. The apron’s three vital protective contact points are the
shoulders, waist and hips.
The Vest and Skirt Comfortwear Apron is a flexible fit. The apron wearer can fit in a variety of sizes, for example the apron
can accommodate a size range of small – medium. Please refer to our apron size measurements to choose your size
preference for the required use.
At Radsafe we strive to make our protective aprons simple to apply and remove. Fitting and storage time are critical in the
medical industry. The application time from removing the apron off the storage rack to placing it on the wearer for use is
approximately 30 seconds. Additionally, the time from removing the apron off the wearer after use to storing the garment on
the storage rack is approximately 35 seconds.
The Vest & Skirt Comfortwear Apron is ideal for use during prolonged periods of time. Most suitably worn in catheter and
hybrid laboratories, endoscopy, operating theatres, especially during lengthy surgeries and more.

Vest & Skirt Comfortwear Apron

RAD-AP-VS-FB
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FRONT PROTECTION - ONE PIECE

Comfortwear Apron
Benefits
• Suited for short periods
• Ideal for quick application for nurses

Application
•
•
•
•

Radiology
Minor surgery
Vets
Nurses

Size Tolerance
Specific Fit

Application Time
Quick (10-30 Seconds)

Protection
0.25, 0.35 and 0.50 Pb

Weight Ergonomics
2 points (Shoulders and waist)

ABOUT
The RadSafe Comfortwear Apron has been designed to spread the weight of the garment across the wearer’s back,
therefore reducing shoulder fatigue. The elasticised back and hook-and-loop adjustable straps makes the Comfortwear
Apron one of the most comfortable front-only aprons available. The Comfortwear Apron’s two vital protective contact points
are the shoulders and waist.
The Comfortwear Apron is a flexible fit. Please refer to our apron size measurements to choose your size preference for the
required use.
At Radsafe we strive to make our protective aprons simple to apply and remove. Fitting and storage time are critical in the
medical industry. The Comfortwear Apron’s application time from removing the apron off the storage rack to placing it on
the wearer for use is approximately 25 seconds. Additionally, the time from removing the apron off the wearer after use to
storing the garment on the storage rack is approximately 20 seconds.
The Comfortwear Apron is ideal for use during short periods of time, particularly for radiology and minor surgeries in
addition to nurses and vets.

Comfortwear Apron
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RAD-AP-FB

FRONT PROTECTION - ONE PIECE

Back Relief Apron
Benefits
• Suited for short periods, especially
minor surgeries

Application
• Radiology
• Minor surgery
• Vets

Size Tolerance
Flexible fit

Application Time
Quick (10-30 Seconds)

Protection
0.25, 0.35 and 0.50 Pb

Weight Ergonomics
2 points (Shoulders and waist)

ABOUT
The RadSafe Back Relief Apron features an elasticised belt which significantly repositions the apron’s weight from the
wearer’s shoulders to their lower back. The Back-Support Apron is our most ergonomic front-only apron. The wide elastic
belt spreads the weight across a wide surface on the wearer’s back minimising the pressure at a single point resulting with
a more comfortable wear.
The apron’s two vital protective contact points are the shoulders and waist. The Back Relief Apron is a flexible fit. Please
refer to our apron size measurements to choose your size preference for the required use.
At Radsafe we strive to make our protective aprons simple to apply and remove. Fitting and storage time are critical in the
medical industry. The application time from removing the apron off the storage rack to placing it on the wearer for use is
approximately 25 seconds. Additionally, the time from removing the apron off the wearer after use to storing the garment on
the storage rack is approximately 20 seconds.
The Back Relief is best used during short periods of time. Most suitably worn for radiology and minor surgeries in addition
to vets and more.

Back Relief Apron

RAD-AP-BR
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FRONT PROTECTION - ONE PIECE

Buckle Apron
Benefits
• Suited for short periods, especially
minor surgeries

Application
• Radiology
• Minor surgery
• Vets

Size Tolerance
Flexible fit

Application Time
Quick (10-30 Seconds)

Protection
0.25, 0.35 and 0.50 Pb

Weight Ergonomics
2 points (Shoulders and waist)

ABOUT
The RadSafe Buckle Apron utlises a buckle fastener around the waist of the wearer. It is a front-only apron with waist straps
that can be adjusted for a tighter or looser fit depending on the wearer’s preference.
The apron’s two vital protective contact points are the shoulders and waist. The Buckle Apron is a flexible fit. Please refer to
our apron size measurements to choose your size preference for the required use.
At Radsafe we strive to make our protective aprons simple to apply and remove. Fitting and storage time are critical in the
medical industry. The application time from removing the apron off the storage rack to placing it on the wearer for use is
approximately 25 seconds. Additionally, the time from removing the apron off the wearer after use to storing the garment on
the storage rack is approximately 20 seconds.
The Buckle Apron is the frequently worn during short periods of time. Most suitably worn for radiology and minor surgeries
in addition to vets and more.

Buckle Apron
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RAD-AP-BA

FRONT PROTECTION - ONE PIECE

Tie Apron
Benefits
• Suited for short periods, especially
minor surgeries

Application
• Radiology
• Minor surgery
• Vets

Size Tolerance
Flexible fit

Application Time
Quick (10-30 Seconds)

Protection
0.25, 0.35 and 0.50 Pb

Weight Ergonomics
2 points (Shoulders and waist)

ABOUT
The RadSafe Tie Apron is our simplest front-only apron design, featuring a waist strap that can be tied to suit the wearer.
The apron’s two vital protective contact points are the shoulders and waist. The Tie Apron is a flexible fit. Please refer to our
apron size measurements to choose your size preference for the required use.
At Radsafe we strive to make our protective aprons simple to apply and remove. Fitting and storage time are critical in the
medical industry. The application time from removing the apron off the storage rack to placing it on the wearer for use is
approximately 25 seconds. Additionally, the time from removing the apron off the wearer after use to storing the garment on
the storage rack is approximately 20 seconds.
The Tie Apron is typically worn for short periods of time. Most suitably worn for radiology and minor surgeries as well as
vets and more.

Tie Apron

RAD-AP-TA
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FRONT PROTECTION - ONE PIECE

Surgical Drop-Away Apron
Benefits
• Suited for short periods, especially
minor surgeries

Application
• Radiology
• Minor surgery
• Vets

Size Tolerance
Flexible fit

Application Time
Quick (10-30 Seconds)

Protection
0.25, 0.35 and 0.50 Pb

Protection Coverage
Front Protection - One Piece

Weight Ergonomics
2 points (Shoulders and waist)

ABOUT
The Surgical Drop-Away Apron is designed to be removed as quickly as possible after a surgical procedure. Detaching the
two straps on the sides is all it takes for the apron to come free. This apron also features shoulder straps which allows a
second person to hold the apron as it is quickly removed. The Surgical Drop-Away Apron is a front-only apron.
The apron’s two vital protective contact points are the shoulders and waist. The Surgical Drop-Away Apron is a flexible fit.
Please refer to our apron size measurements to choose your size preference for the required use.
At Radsafe we strive to make our protective aprons simple to apply and remove. Fitting and storage time are critical in the
medical industry. The application time from removing the apron off the storage rack to placing it on the wearer for use is
approximately 25 seconds. Additionally, the time from removing the apron off the wearer after use to storing the garment on
the storage rack is approximately 20 seconds.
The Surgical Drop-Away Apron is typically worn for short periods of time. Most suitably worn for radiology and minor
surgeries in addition to vets and more.

Surgical Drop-Away Apron
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RAD-AP-SD

FRONT PROTECTION - ONE PIECE

Urology Apron
Benefits
• Suited for urological surgeries or
procedures
• Maximum comfort and protection
when in seated position

Application
• Urological procedures

Size Tolerance
Flexible fit

Application Time
Quick (10-30 Seconds)

Protection
0.25, 0.35 and 0.50 Pb

Protection Coverage
Front Protection - One Piece

Weight Ergonomics
2 points (Shoulders and waist)

ABOUT
The RadSafe Urology Apron is a front apron designed to allow maximum comfort and protection while in a seated position.
The three-flap design makes it perfect during urological procedures.
The apron’s two vital protective contact points are the shoulders and waist. The Urology Apron is a flexible fit. Please refer
to our apron size measurements to choose your size preference for the required use.
At Radsafe we strive to make our protective aprons simple to apply and remove. Fitting and storage time are critical in the
medical industry. The application time from removing the apron off the storage rack to placing it on the wearer for use is
approximately 25 seconds. Additionally, the time from removing the apron off the wearer after use to storing the garment on
the storage rack is approximately 20 seconds.
The Urology Apron is typically worn for urological surgeries or procedures.

Urology Apron

RAD-AP-UA
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FRONT AND BACK PROTECTION - ONE PIECE

Wrap Around Back Support Apron
Benefits
• Quick Application for emergency
department
• Suitable for short periods
• Easily accessible

Application
• Emergency Department
• Minor procedures

Size Tolerance
Flexible fit

Application Time
Quick (10-30 Seconds)

Protection
0.25, 0.35 and 0.50 Pb

Weight Ergonomics
2 points (Shoulders and waist)

ABOUT
The RadSafe Wrap Around Back Support Apron is a full, single-piece apron which fastens with buckles across the front
panel. This apron also features a large elasticised back support belt to relocate the weight of the apron from the shoulders
to the wearer’s back making it more ergonomic and comfortable if required for long periods of time. The Wrap Around Back
Support Apron also offers an easily accessible fit for quick application during short procedures.
The apron’s two vital protective contact points are the shoulders and waist. The Wrap Around Back Support Apron is a
flexible fit. Please refer to our apron size measurements to choose your size preference for the required use.
At Radsafe we strive to make our protective aprons simple to apply and remove. Fitting and storage time are critical in the
medical industry. The Wrap Around Back Support Apron has the fastest application and removal time of all our protective
aprons. The time from removing the apron off the storage rack to placing it on the wearer for use is approximately 20
seconds.Additionally, the time from removing the apron off the wearer after use to storing the garment on the storage rack
is approximately 13 seconds.
The Wrap Around Back Support Apron is the ideal protective apron for use in the emergency department, particularly
during minor surgeries and more.

Wrap Around Back Support Apron
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RAD-AP-WA-BR

FRONT AND BACK PROTECTION - ONE PIECE

Smock Apron
Benefits
• Quick Application for emergency
department
• Suitable for short periods
• Ideal for patient protection

Application
• Emergency Department
• Radiology
• Patient Protection

Size Tolerance
Flexible fit

Application Time
Quick (10-30 Seconds)

Protection
0.25, 0.35 and 0.50 Pb

Weight Ergonomics
1 point (Shoulders)

ABOUT
The RadSafe Smock Apron is a full apron which fastens along the two sides with hook-and-loop straps. The apron’s vital
protective contact point is the shoulders.
The Smock Apron is a flexible fit. Please refer to our apron size measurements to choose your size preference for the
required use.
At Radsafe we strive to make our protective aprons simple to apply and remove. Fitting and storage time are critical in the
medical industry. The application time from removing the apron off the storage rack to placing it on the wearer for use is
approximately 25 seconds. Additionally, the time from removing the apron off the wearer after use to storing the garment on
the storage rack is approximately 13 seconds.
The Smock Apron is most suitably worn in radiology, emergency department, patient protection and more.

Smock Apron

RAD-AP-SM
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FRONT AND BACK PROTECTION - ONE PIECE

Maternity Apron
Benefits
• Ideal for all procedures
• Suitable for long or short periods

Application
• All departments including:
Operating Theatres
Catheter Laboratory

Size Tolerance
Flexible fit

Application Time
Standard (30 - 90 Seconds)

Protection
0.25, 0.35 and 0.50 Pb

Weight Ergonomics
3 points (Shoulders, underarm and
waist)

ABOUT
The RadSafe Maternity Apron is designed for pregnant wearers. It features a waist strap which can be tied at the front for
maximum flexibility. This apron comes with a half apron which is worn underneath the front flap for additional protection.
The apron’s three vital protective contact points are the shoulders, underarm and waist. The Maternity Apron is a flexible fit.
Please refer to our apron size measurements to choose your size preference for the required use.
At Radsafe we strive to make our protective aprons simple to apply and remove. Fitting and storage time are critical in the
medical industry. The application time from removing the apron off the storage rack to placing it on the wearer for use is
approximately 50 seconds. Additionally, the time from removing the apron off the wearer after use to storing the garment on
the storage rack is approximately 35 seconds.
The Maternity Apron is used during long or short periods of time for procedures in operating theatres, catheter laboratories
and more.

Maternity Apron
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RAD-AP-MA

FABRICS

Fabric Colour and Pattern Options
Imaging Solutions offers a range of outer fabric options including standard colour / patterns, water-proof colours, exclusive patterns as
well as a variety of premium colours / patterns and custom made fabrics available at an extra cost.

Trim Colours

Nylon - Solid Colours

Aqua
Army Green

Black Nylon

Burgundy Nylon

Charcoal Nylon

Chocolate Nylon

Forest Green Nylon

Green Nylon

Grey Nylon

Hot Pink Nylon

Light Royal Nylon

Navy Nylon

Orange Nylon

Purple Nylon

Red Nylon

Royal Nylon

Tan Nylon

Teal Nylon

Yellow Nylon

Black
Brown
Burgundy
Charcoal
Forest Green
Gold
Grey
Hot Pink
Lime
Navy
Orange

AEGIS - Premium Range

Purple

The premium Aegis outer fabric is the softest fabric found on a protective
apron. Bacterial resistant qualities, waterproof, flame resistant and
abrasion resistant are more reasons to purchase AEGIS.

Red
Rose
Royal Blue

Black Aegis

Red Aegis

Sky Blue Aegis

Purple Aegis

Denim Aegis

Olive Aegis

Tiger Lily Aegis

Grey Aegis

Geranium Aegis

Royal Purple
Sky Blue
Taupe
White
Yellow
Navy Aegis
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Fabrics

Ripstop - Reinforced Nylon

Black Ripstop

Brown Ripstop

Burgundy Ripstop

Chocolate Ripstop

Forest Green Ripstop

Green Ripstop

Navy Ripstop

Purple Ripstop

Red Ripstop

Royal Blue Ripstop

Silver Ripstop

Designer - Printed Nylon
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70s Flowers

Animal Farm

Argyle

Asian Garden

Brenda Comic Beige

Brenda Comic Black

Butterflies

Camo - Army

Camo - Blue

Camo - Desert Storm

Camo - Digital

Camo - Navy

Camo - Pink

Camo - Light Pink

Camo - Purple

Carbon Fibre

Chicklets - Blue

Chicklets - Multi

Chicklets - Purple

Circles

Crayon Hearts

Dalmations - Red

Dots - Candy Pink

Dots - Pink

Filigree - Purple

Flames - Blue

Flames - Red

Galaxy - Blue

Galaxy - Multi

Giraffe

Fabrics

Hawaii Postcard

Hibiscus - Blue

Hibiscus - Pink

Jungle Dream

Leopard

Mamba - Pink

Mantis - Blue

Mantis - Pink

Mardi Gras

Mystery - Multi

Neon Signs

Neon Tie-Dye - Green

Neon Tie-Dye - Purple

Painted Dragon

Paw Prints - Black

Paw Prints - Pink

Paw Prints - White

Plaid - Blue

Plaid - Dark

Plaid - Green

Plaid - Pink

Plaid - Purple

Rainbow

Ripple - Teal

Ripple - Blue

Sheep

Sheep - Pink

Skulls - Grey

Skulls - Red

Snake Skin

Space

Splash

Stars

Stars and Stripes

Steel

Sunrise

Surfwax

Sweet Pea

Tattoo Hearts

Tiger

Zebra
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SIZING

Apron Sizing Chart - Male

Highest
shoulder
point

A

D

A
B
5cm
overlap
between
vest and
skirt

C

C

F

E

Skirt
should
extend to
knees

Male Apron Sizing
Size
XX-Small
X-Small

Chest (A)

Waist (B)

Hips (C)

Vest Length(D)

Skirt Length (E)

Front/Wrap Length (F)

82-90

66-74

81-87

55

55

95

90-98

74-82

87-93

57

57

98

Small
Medium
Large

98-106

82-90

93-99

58

58

100

106-114

90-98

99-105

60

60

104

114-122

98-106

104-112

62

62

108

X-Large

122-130

106-114

112-120

64

64

111

XX-Large

130-138

114-122

120-128

66

66

115

All measurements are in Centimetres (cm).
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SIZING

Apron Sizing Chart - Female

Highest
shoulder
point

A

A
D
B

B

5cm
overlap
between
vest and
skirt

C

F

E

Skirt
should
extend to
knees

Female Apron Sizing
Size

Chest (A)

Waist (B)

Hips (C)

Vest Length(D)

Skirt Length (E)

Front/Wrap Length (F)

XX-Small
X-Small

74-82

54-62

74-82

52

52

90

82-90

62-70

82-90

54

54

90

Small
Medium
Large

90-98

70-78

90-98

55

55

92

98-106

78-86

98-106

57

57

94

106-114

85-95

106-114

59

59

98

X-Large

113-123

95-105

113-123

61

61

102

XX-Large

123-133

105-115

123-133

63

63

106

All measurements are in Centimetres (cm).

View Latest Sizing Information Online
www.imagingsol.com.au/apron-sizes-and-fitting
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Sizing

Apron Fitting and Options
How to Measure for Correct Fit
Below is a basic step-by-step guide on how to measure someone for a
correct fit of a radiation protective apron. On the next page we have also
provided a size guide so you can use the measurements you take to
determine the correct size.
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Chest Measurement

Waist Measurement

Hips Measurement

Measure around the largest
circumference of the chest / bust area,
keeping the tape parallel to the floor and
with the person’s arms at their sides.

Measure around the smallest
circumference of the torso. The waist
level may dip in at the back.

Measure around the largest
circumference of the hips and buttocks
with the tape parallel to the floor;
generally 20-23cm down from the waist
measurement.

Front Apron Length Measurement

Vest Length Measurement

Skirt Length Measurement

Measure from the top of the shoulder
down over the chest / bust (nipple) to the
desired length. Do not contour the tape
measure in under the bust.

Measure from the top of the shoulder
down over the chest / bust (nipple) to the
desired length. Do not contour the tape
measure in under the bust.

Measure from the top of the pant line
(waist) and over the outside of the hip
down to the desired length.

APRON ACCESSORIES

Accessories

Mandarin
Straight
Flipper

Standard
Contoured

Thyroid Collars

Shin Guards

• Fully adjustable and comfortable fit
• Easy on / easy off convenience with hook-and-loop
fasteners
• Optional monogram and optional attachment to apron

The shin guards offer long bone (leg) protection. They come
standard with hook-and-loop straps for easy adjustment.

Available in three style
Lead Equivalency

Lead Equivalency

0.35 Pb (0.50 Pb Upon Request)

Dimensions (WxL)

Small (13 x 9”/ 33 x 22 cm)
Medium (14 x 10”/ 35 x 25 cm)
Large (16 x 12”/ 41 x 30 cm)

0.50 Pb (0.35 Pb Upon Request)
RAD-APTC

RadSafe Thyroid Collar

RAD-APSG

RadSafe Shin Guards

Back Support Belt

Smart Caps

The back relief belt is constructed of neoprene bonded elastic.
It features high quality components so that it does not lose
elasticity. The belt also features a non-slip adjustable buckle
to ensure a secure fit. The back relief belt attaches separately
from the apron.

Our Protection caps help to protect your head from scatter
radiation. We stock two different kinds of Protection Caps; a
stretch cap that uses elastic to fit your head, or a tie cap that
you simply tie at the back to tighten.

Sizes

Back Support Belt

Lead Equivalency

X Small: 65 - 90cm
Small: 70 - 95cm
Medium: 75 - 100cm
Large: 80 - 105cm
X Large: 85 - 110cm

0.35 Pb (0.50 Pb Upon Request)

Small: 52cm Medium: 56cm Large: 59cm
Smart Cap Tied

RAD-AC-CP

RAD-AC-APBLT
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Apron Accessories

Gloves and Mittens

Vinyl Lead Gloves
Seamless Lead Vinyl Gloves are a 15” one-piece dip-molded
glove with supple vinyl cover and foam liner.
Colours

Navy Blue

Lead Equivalency

0.50 Pb

Vinyl Lead GloveJD-100V

Take Care of Your Skin by Using
Biocompatible Gloves
The PROGUARDTM Radiation Reducing gloves have the
same anatomic shape, size, softness, elasticity, comfort, and
dexterity typical of surgical gloves.
Notwithstanding the presence of natural rubber latex and lead
oxide in PROGUARDTM gloves, the biocompatibility tests for
cutaneous irritation, allergic sensitisation and proteins content
give the following results:

Worn Mitt
Our lead protection slit mitt is part of a wide selection of
radiation shielding accessories. This lead glove has a lead
protection for the top part of your hand and a slit on the bottom
to allow for gripping.
Colours

See Swatches

Lead Equivalency

0.50 Pb, 0.35 Pb and 0.25 Pb

Test

Standards

Results

Cutaneous
Irritation

0 = No erythema / edema

Index: 0.0

Allergic
Sensitisation

0 = No erythema / edema

Proteins
Residuals

ASTM D 5712

Worn Mitt, Lead GlovePT-APSLMIT

4 = Severe erythema /
edema
Index: 0.0

4 = Severe erythema /
edema
< 50 µg/gm

100% Tested: For a quality level below AQL 1.0

Available Models
Model

Thickness

Lead Equivalence

Angio Mitt

RR-1

0.22 mm

0.016 mm

Our lead protection Angio Mitt is part of a wide selection of
radiation shielding accessories. The angio mitt is a flexible mitt
used to shield the hand, thus reducing exposure under direct
x-ray.

RR-2

0.30 mm

0.022 mm

RR-3

0.60 mm

0.032 mm

Colours

See Swatches

Lead Equivalency

0.50 Pb, 0.35 Pb and 0.25 Pb

Angio Mitt, Lead GlovePT-APANGMIT
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MAVIG X-RAY SHIELDING GLOVES
MAVIG´s sterile gloves with X-ray radiation shielding now offer an optimized protection for
medical staff.
A combination of traditionally contradicting properties has been achieved with the
development of these gloves: Great shielding, great elasticity, great sensitivity.
Characteristics
Efficient protection for hands
against scattered radiation
To drastically lower the radiation dose
equivalent for medical personal is a must,
and not just to the permissible levels of
the effective dose! The idea of optimizing
radiation protection demands that every
possible measure has to be taken in
order to minimize the amount of radiation
exposure.
Because of this, MAVIG now offers the
X-ray absorbing, sterile gloves HS100,
personal protection apparel in accordance
to the guideline 89/686/EWG, that serves
the purpose to protect from secondary
X-ray radiation. This means effi cient
reduction in dosage levels of scattered
radiation is guaranteed.

The product is classified as a powder-free sterile
glove, which features the additional benefit of
X-ray protection properties on top of its core
material characteristics of impermeability and
protection against chemicals and microorganisms.

Material
Lead free, metal oxides achieve the great
shielding effect of our gloves.
The unique quality of the MAVIG gloves HS100
are enabled by the usage of elastic natural rubber.
Via the manufacturing process it is ensured that
the protein content is kept at a minimum level.
Water-soluble, allergenic proteins are extracted
from the latex so that we are able to refer to our
product as low-protein latex gloves.

Remarkable is the achieved protection
factor of 2 when the gloves are applied in
the range of scatter radiation (X-ray tube
voltage 60 – 80 kV). The >50% reduction
effectively aids to minimize health risks.
Excellent product characteristics and
the optimized fit easily provide a better
protection.
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Patient Protection

Dental Apron

Half Apron

Specifically made for patient use in dentistry, our dental aprons
come in several styles and sizes.

Designed to provide excellent protection in applications
where lower body protection is required. Easy to fit and offers
excellent comfort.

Gender

Unisex

Lead Equivalency

0.50 Pb

Unisex

Dental Apron w/ Thyroid - Adult

PT-APDTM9050

Lead Equivalency

0.50 Pb

Dental Apron w/ Thyroid - Children

PT-APDTM7040

Size

Small (30 x 61 cm), Medium (46 x
61 cm) or Large (61 x 61 cm)

Dental Apron w/o Thyroid - Adult 90 cm

PT-APDA

RadSafe Half Apron

RAD-APHA

Patient Protection Pelvic Apron

Gonad / Ovarian Shield Set

• Choice of hook-and-loop easy on/off convenience or 5cm
buckle closure
• Comfortable, durable, patient friendly design
• Wide 5 cm webbing straps
• Positive and secure closure
• Maximum patient protection
• Available in your choice of colour

The Gonad / Ovarian Shield Set comes complete with 4
interchangeable shields and an adjustable hook-and-loop belt.

Size

Small (30 x 25 cm), Medium (33 x 30
cm) or Large (45 x 37 cm)

Lead Equivalency

0.50 Pb

Patient Protection Pelvic Apron
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Gender

RAD-APPA

Gender

Unisex

Lead Equivalency

0.50 Pb

Gonad/ Ovarian Shield Belt System

RAD-PP-GS

Female

Paediatric Gonad / Ovarian Shield Set

Breast Shield Protector Pad

Specifically designed sets will accommodate neonatal up to
small children. Available for both male and female.

Specifically designed shield to protect vulnerable soft tissues
for patients receiving repeated x-ray exposures. Essential for
any practice with X-Ray modalities.

Lead Equivalency

0.50 Pb

Lead Equivalency

Paediatric Ovarian Shield Belt System

RAD-PP-KOS

Paediatric Gonad Shield Belt System

RAD-PP-KGS

0.50 Pb

Breast Shield Protector Pad

RAD-PP-BS

Kid’s Lap Guard

Kid’s apron

Lap protection for paediatric patients with adjustable buckle to
fit children of all ages.

The RadSafe Kid’s Apron is a front-only protective apron with
an adjustable buckle fastener. Providing 0.50Pb protection and
foam shoulder pads for comfort, it is ideal for younger patients.

Gender

Unisex

Lead Equivalency

0.50 Pb

Kid’s Lap Guard

APRON ACCESSORIES

Male

Kid’s Apron

RAD-PP-KAP

RAD-PP-KLG
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Breast Shield

OPG Cape

The RadSafe Breast Shield is designed to protect the sensitive
breast tissue of a patient during scans of nearby anatomy.
The 0.50 Pb protection ensures the patient’s breast tissue is
protected from radiation while offering a comfortable fit.

The RadSafe OPG Cape provides excellent radiation protection
of the upper body as well as the sensitive thyroid region during
OPG scans. It is a one-size-fits-all garment that offers 0.50 Pb
protection and adjustable neck line.

Breast Shield

OPG Cape

RAD-PP-BS

RAD-PP-OC

Attenurad CT Breast Shield

Attenurad CT Eye Shield
Designed for use in head and facial computed tomography
scans, the Attenurad Eye Shield molds over the nasal bridge
with the eye shield.

The Attenurad CT Radioprotective Brassiere has been
optimised to a thickness of 1 mm to provide maximum
protection to breast tissue.

• Adhesive material ensures a tight seal
• 1 mm thick shield providing 50% dose savings to the eyes
• Good for adults and paediatrics

• 1 mm piece of bismuth providing 57% radiation attenuation
• No significant changes in image quality
• Impregnated synthetic rubber with additional foam offsets
available

CT Eye Shield - 20 Pack

CT Breast Shield Medium

FL-ARB42

CT Breast Shield Large

FL-ARB53

CT Breast Shield Covers - 10 pack

FL-ARB-C

FL-ARE-4

Attenurad Paediatric CT Shield
The Attenurad Paediatric CT Shield comes in four sizes and
packs.
• 57% in-plane breast shielding for paediatric MDCT
• Minimal change in CT Image
• Offset foam base
Paediatric CT Shield - 1 Year, 8 Pack

FL-AR24X6

Paediatric CT Shield - 5 Year, 6 Pack

FL-AR28X8

Paediatric CT Shield - Neonate, 10 Pack

FL-AR14X5

Paediatric CT Shield - 10 Year, 4 Pack
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FL-AR33X10

Attenurad CT Thyroid Shield
The Attenurad CT Thyroid Shield is designed to provide
maximum protection to the radiosensitive thyroid gland.
• Curved notch in the center of the shield
• Adhesive backing holds the shield firm
• 1 mm thick providing 60% dose savings
CT Thyroid Shield - 10 Pack

FL-ART-4

STORAGE AND CARE

Apparel Storage and Care

Mobile Apron Trolley

Valet Apron Trolley

The RadSafe range of Mobile Apron Trolleys are designed to
be both lightweight and sturdy at the same time. Available as
standard in a high quality brushed stainless steel frame, they
are also optionally available powder coated on request. The
trolley design is compact and simple but strong enough to
bear the weight of radiation protection aprons while remaining
mobile. Chrome apron hangers are included with this product.

The RadSafe range of Valet Apron Trolleys makes storing your
radiation protection aprons as quick and easy as possible.
With the option of 6 or 10 ‘built-in’ hangers, you can easily
store and retrieve your apron with minimal fuss. The strong
and sturdy design makes the trolley durable but easy to move
around.

- 10 Aprons: 60 x 75 x 151 cm
Sizes

Sizes

- 15 Aprons: 85 x 75 x 151 cm
- 20 Aprons: 115 x 75 x 151 cm

Powder Coated - 10 Aprons

RAD-ST-MTR10-PC

Brushed Stainless - 10 Aprons

RAD-ST-MTR10-SS

Powder Coated - 15 Aprons

RAD-ST-MTR15-PC

Brushed Stainless - 15 Aprons

RAD-ST-MTR15-SS

Powder Coated - 20 Aprons

RAD-ST-MTR20-PC

Brushed Stainless - 20 Aprons

RAD-ST-MTR20-SS

- 6 Aprons: 65 x 64 x 140 cm
- 10 Aprons: 110 x 64 x 140 cm

Powder Coated - 6 Aprons
Brushed Stainless - 6 Aprons

RAD-ST-VTR6-PC
RAD-ST-VTR6-SS

Powder Coated - 10 Aprons

RAD-ST-VTR10-PC

Brushed Stainless - 10 Aprons

RAD-ST-VTR10-SS

2/4/8 Peg Apron Racks
A space saving, solid metal wall mounted rack for aprons and
other apparel. Lightweight but strong.

Chrome Apron Hanger

Apron Rack - 1 Apron

RAD-APEG-2

Apron Rack - 2 Aprons

RAD-APEG-4

A heavy-duty, chrome plated, 3/16” steel hanger that protects
garments and helps to increase their life. Hanger will hold
up to 50lbs (22.7kg) without stressing the lead vinyl or outer
covering.

Apron Rack - 4 Aprons

RAD-APEG-8

Chrome Apron Hanger

RAD-ST-CAH
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Why Is Cleaning and Care Important?
Taking care of personal radiation protection equipment through
periodic cleaning and safe transport is important in ensuring
its effectiveness in protecting you against radiation exposure
as well as optimising the item’s life. Protective aprons, for
instance, can last ten or more years if they have been well
cared for. However, incorrect or careless care and maintenance
could render the same apron unusable in a far shorter period.
Most damage to radiation protective apparel is irreversible so
the item will be ineffective in protecting the user. Moreover, if
the next scheduled inspection date is a long way off, a user
may not know you are using a damaged item and this could
result in serious health effects.

Imaging Solutions’ disposable thyroid covers are designed
to cover your RadSafe thyroid collars and protect them and
yourself from all manners of substance.

Importantly, cleaning items
periodically also helps to
eliminate harmful bacteria
on surfaces and therefore
assists in infection control.

Disposable Thyroid Cover (100 Pack)

RadFresh® Apron
Refresher
Imaging Solutions’ exclusive
RadFresh® Apron Refresher
is a purpose-made cleaning
solution for personal radiation
protection apparel of all
types.
The cleaning solution is
designed to quickly and
easily clean your apron and help to extend its life.
• Purpose formulated to clean protective apparel outer fabrics
without affecting the inner protective material
• Biodegradable
• Deodorising
• Surface brush included to help remove stains or marks
Size

500 ml

Nozzle Type

Multi-type spray nozzle

RadFresh® Apron Refresher
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Disposable Thyroid Covers

RAD-FR-ARF

RAD-FR-TC-CT

RadSafe aprons and apparel are available in a variety of standard fits
as well as custom sizes manufactured to your specifications. Care
should be taken to ensure you are wearing the proper size and that
all critical areas are covered fully.
All radiation protection aprons and gloves should be regularly
checked and monitored for substrate integrity. Imaging Solutions
recommends a minimum of one inspection annually. A great way
to track and manage this process is to use our RadTrack solution
described in the previous section.
Any protective apron or glove that shows holes, tears or radiation
leakage must be taken out of service immediately and either repaired
or destroyed.

Storage
Aprons should always be properly
hung on a rack or hanger
specifically designed for protective
apron storage. Never fold, crease
or stack an apron. Avoid sharp
objects. Core material is fragile
and once punctured renders an
apron unusable.
Gloves, due to the nature of the
mold, can be stored in almost any
manner without causing damage.
Care should be taken to avoid
sharp objects as through and through punctures will allow radiation
to pass to the wearer.

Cleaning
Use only warm water and a mild
detergent or our specially formulated
RadFresh® ‘Apron Refresher’ cleaner.
Never use harsh chemicals and never
use commercial or machine washing or
drying on aprons. Glove liners can be
removed and hand washed, then hung
up until dry. Replacement liners are
also available at a nominal charge.

Disinfecting
NEVER use a steam autoclave as the heat will cause severe damage
to the protective substrate. Aprons and gloves can be ETO gas
sterilized or disinfected with RadFresh® ‘Apron Refresher’ to assist
with infection control by preventing the spread of harmful bacteria.

STORAGE AND CARE

Apparel and Glove
Care and Storage
Recommendations

The Ten Point Usage and
Care Guide

1
2

Prior to use, inspect products
for damage including holes,
cuts, tears, rips or undone
seams.

3

Ensure apparel undergoes
annual screening (for
pinholes, cracks or fastener
failures) with the result logged
as pass or fail.

4

Utilise fasteners, hookand-loop buckles or clips
to ensure correctly fitted
apparel that meets local
standards and offers
appropriate protection.

5

Use a purpose-made metal
hanger or hanger system never fold or leave aprons or
apparel lying on the floor or
on furniture.

6
7

See the apparel label for
lead equivalence information
to ensure appropriate
protection.

8
9
10

Incorporate useful or
convenient customisations
such as length extensions or
prescription eye wear.

Maximise product life,
maintain original quality and
assist infection control with
regular use of a cleaner (e.g.
RadFresh® Apron Refresher).

Use the best product for you
- choosing the right protective
material and gender /
ergonomic style will ensure
optimal protection.

Use a management system
such as RadTrack® to make
tracking and reporting on
products easier.
The correct disposal of
apparel and accessories
should be done safety and in
accordance will relevant local
standards.
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Asset Management

Protective Apparel Fleet
Management Has Never
Been Easier!
• Safe and secure with easy online access
• Manage risk and protect your investment
• Effective and affordable apparel tracking through
full life-cycle
• In-built and custom reporting
• Ideal for department, site or enterprise level
• Time-saving barcode scanner and labelling
options
• Integrates seamlessly with RadSafe apparel!
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What is RadTrack?
RadTrack® is a personal radiation protection apparel tracking,
reporting and management system suitable for use by
organisations of all sizes. The system is simple-to-use and
easy-to-access. RadTrack® can save you, your department
or your facility significant effort, time and money, and helps
you manage the risk associated with the regular screening of
personal radiation protection apparel.

ASSET MANAGEMENT

Asset Tracking and Management

Why you need RadTrack
As healthcare industries have evolved and become more
complicated, keeping track of personal radiation protective
aprons and other apparel has become more and more difficult.
Hospital departments have diversified and enlarged, with
items often moving from one department, or even one facility,
to another.
RadTrack® provides you with a simple, stress-free way to label,
track and report on your radiation protection apparel. It helps
you manage the risk associated with apparel inspections - a
process required and monitored by regulating bodies in most
countries.

Features and Benefits

Screen shots showing an example
of the item management page (top)
and an enlarged system generated
3D image of an apron (right)

The RadTrack® system has the following features and benefits:
• Simple and easy-to-use via any Internet accessible terminal.
• Immediate integration into workflow.
• User-defined access by individuals, departments or sites via
secure user name and passwords.
• Unique identification codes (RadIDs) for each apparel item.
• Colour inspection indicators provided allowing users to
quickly and easily identify items that have been tested and
are compliant.
• Complete life-cycle tracking from purchase to end-of-life
and disposal.
• High levels of functionality in reporting (templates or design
your own report) and managing apparel.
• Custom-defined and automated testing reminders.
• Time-saving barcode scanner and labelling options.
• Can be used for new and existing apparel.
• Ideal for use with RadSafe aprons and thyroid collars!

How To Access RadTrack
It’s easy to access RadTrack®! Once you’ve received
your account details, simply log into the system via the
appropriate RadTrack® website:
Australasia
North America

www.radtrack.com.au
www.radtrack.net

Should you have any queries or concerns, please
contact Imaging Solutions, your local distributor or
simply use the contact form available on the above
websites.
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Easy-to-Use Functionality for Simple
Tracking and Reporting on Fleets of
Any Size.
Dashboard
The RadTrack® Dashboard is your starting point when you log into
the RadTrack® system. The Dashboard page contains a variety of
quick and convenient links to other areas of the system and also
displays a limited amount of key, quick reference information such
as order details or apparel requiring inspection.
Quick Links
•
•
•
•

Add and edit apparel items to your account
Enter and log inspection findings
Schedule apparel disposal
Create worksheets

Quick Reports
• Create system reports such as apparel or inspection reports
• Custom design and create your own report
Administration
•
•
•
•

Define or redefine users or notification settings
Manage users and user settings
Set logos
Get instant system help or request help on a specific issue

Apparel Requiring Inspection

Navigation Bar

• An alert system providing a list of all apparel that require
inspection

• Go to any page on the website with one easy click
• Get convenient alerts of any system generated messages

Manage Apparel
The Manage Apparel page of the RadTrack® system allows you
to conveniently view a range of individual details about your
any of your apparel items held on the system. Essentially, it is a
snapshot of everything you will need to know about an apparel
item.
• Alerts - Not inspected, needs inspection or sent for repair
alerts.

• Basic Information - RadID code for the item as well the type
of item, its status, site and department and any relevant
order details.
• Apparel Specifics - Item style, colours / patterns for
outer and inner fabrics, binding colour, gender, size, lead
equivalency and protective material type.
• Life-Cycle Information - Item in-service date, last inspection
date, inspection due date and scheduled disposal date (if
applicable).
• Compliance and Testing - Logged results of previous
inspections including acceptance test and all annual
inspections.
• Item Image - A system generated 3D image or you can
upload your own photo or image. The image can be
enlarged to be seen in greater detail if required.
• Task Quick Links - Update apparel, upload photo, view
apparel history, schedule disposal and print page.
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Manage Apparel Page
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Reports
The RadTrack® system not only provides a variety of useful
in-built reports, it also allows you to create and produce your
own. There is no easier way to confidently track and report
on your personal radiation protection apparel inspections:
RadTrack® has the inspection reports ready to print!
Instantly generate other types of reports yourself using any
of the data in the system. These neat, tidy and easy-to-read
reports are indispensable when it is time for an inspection or
when you need information on hand in a professional format.
They also can be configured to be e-mailed to you weekly,
monthly or quarterly (or as required) and it is easy to add
company logos to create a truly professional document.
Standard, built-in reports include:
•
•
•
•

Individual, departmental or site-based reports
Inspection reports (results or due-based)
Apparel basic and specific information reports
Latest activity reports

With RadTrack® you will always have the information about
your fleet of personal radiation protection apparel on hand,
when and where you need it!

Configuration
RadTrack® is just as flexible as it is convenient and useful!
The system can be used for apparel fleets of any size, from
small clinics up to large enterprises with multiple sites and
hundreds or even thousands of items. It is also flexible enough
to be used in any location around the world and with formats
you are accustomed to.
On the configuration page, you can set basic settings such as
time zones, date formats, initials (of item owners or persons
carrying out inspections) as well as site, department or
individual contact details.

Users
The RadTrack® system allows you to define users for all
levels along with access levels and permissions. All this may
be protected by the use of secure sign-on user names and
passwords. The user page also allows you to keep user
contact information up-to-date so that users may be contacted
when, or if, required.
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PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR

Protective Eyewear
Reducing Radiation Damage to Eyes
In a paper presented at The Radiological Society of North America (RSNA), specific findings were reported of radiation
related eye damage in a group of 59 practicing interventional radiologists, ranging in age from 29 to 62, who were surveyed
and examined.
“The researchers found that nearly half of the interventional radiologists screened had signs of radiation related lens
changes. PSC cataracts were found in five (8%) of the 59 radiologists screened and 22 subjects (37%) showed small
paracentral dot-like opacities in the PSC region of the lens, which is consistent with early signs of radiation damage.”
The complete paper is available online at: www.RSNANEWS.org.
The ionizing radiation associated with fluoroscopy in interventional and diagnostic imaging procedures can have damaging
biological effects on many types of body tissue. Sometimes these effects take years to manifest themselves, in the form of
conditions that can lead to impaired vision and even blindness. This delayed manifestation makes it difficult to recognize
the harmful effects of radiation until the damage has already been done. Dosimetry studies have proven that x-ray
protective glasses can effectively eliminate 90% of the scattered radiation to the eye. Clear acrylic barriers have equal dose
reducing effects as well.
Source RSNANEWS.org RSNA News Hot Topic
Interventional Radiology Carries Occupational Risk for Cataracts
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Dr Ziv Haskal, Professor of Radiology and Director of
Vascular and Interventional Radiology, New York Presbyterian
Hospital-Columbia University New York, issued this advice
to fellow interventional radiologists at the SIR 2004 meeting.
He presented a small study that suggests interventional
radiologists are at risk for posterior subcapsular cataract
formation and later talked to Interventional News.
Ziv Haskal explained to Interventional News how the study
investigating posterior subcapsular (PSC) cataract formation in
interventional radiologists, conducted in association with Basil
Worgul, a professor of radiation biology in ophthalmology and
radiology, and ophthalmologist Dr Anna Junk, came about.
“It was a serendipitous event,” said Haskal, “a colleague of
mine had come to have his eyes looked at because of another
medical issue with them and met Dr Basil Worgul, who is
a world renown expert in radiation eye injury research, My
colleague told me that he had been surprised to have been
diagnosed with this (PSC cataract) by Dr Worgul.”
Dr Haskal’s colleague therefore advised him to get his eyes
checked as well, “I went down to meet Basil Worgul, who
it turns out is an ophthalmology researcher, but also has
an appointment in the department of radiology in my own
hospital. He had never heard of an interventional radiologist –
like most people – so I talked to him about what we did and we
created this study.”
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Haskal, Worgul and Junk looked for an opportunity to conduct
a small study in a timely fashion. This led them to choose to
conduct the study during the AIMsymposium in New York. The
equipment used by Worgul was a Nidek EAS1000 Scheimpflug
and retroillumination camera. “He (Worgul) made peace with
moving the unit to the downtown conference, which was kind
enough to give us some booth space. Our target was to get
30 physicians with questionnaires and studies on site as a
pilot study for a larger study, to try to at least define whether
we were in fact an at risk population. We actually had 59
practicing interventional radiologists participate in a couple of
days.”
According to Haskal, this was a feasibility study to define if
there was something to study and, if there was, to give some
sense of the size and shape further studies would need to be.

PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR

Why Wear Protective Lenses?

In the 59 interventional radiologists aged between 29 and 62
(median age 35), PSC cataracts were found in five participants
and an additional 22 had evidence of PSC changes – opacities
in the posterior area of the lens. One interventional radiologist
had undergone cataract surgery before being screened in the
study.
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PREMIUM FULL PROTECTION

Case Study: The effectiveness of lead lenses in reducing
radiation exposure.
In a series of tests, optically ground prescription lenses of
glass, leaded glass, and plastic were exposed to radiations
that simulated routine angiography. Radiations transmitted
through the lenses were measured. Results showed that plastic
provided no protection, regular glass provided moderate
protection and high lead content glass reduced radiation
transmission by approximately 70%. The leaded glass that
Imaging Solutions uses blocks 97% and up to 150kp.
Relatively high doses of radiation can damage the conjunctiva,
iris, sciera and blood vessels of the retina. The lens of the
eye, however, is the critical site, for it may sustain irreversible
damage from a relatively low dose of radiation. Low doses
will produce only a temporary reaction in the other ocular
structures.
The sensitivity of the lens to radiation is felt to be due to the
failure of normal cell replacement. The lens is surrounded by a
capsule. On the anterior surface beneath this capsule is a layer
of attended or cubold cells which comprise the epithellum of
the lens and allow for normal metabolism of the lens. At the
peripheral border or equator of the lens, these cells become
progressively elongated and are transformed into the structure
of the lens proper. Von Sallman demonstrated that cytologic
damage from radiation to the lens consists of a temporary
cessation of mitosis, cell death, and occasional abnormal
mitosis produce bizarre cells. Because of the enveloping
capsule of the lens, these damaged or bizarre cells can’t be
sloughed but instead are pushed or migrate to the posterior
pole of the lens’ where early radiation-induced cataract is first
clinically manifest. Subsequent changes may also be observed
in the anterior pole, with progressive opacification of the cortex
eventually forming a mature and non-specific cataract.
Until now the only protective devices have been heavy
cumbersome lead goggles. These are generally not used
because of inconvenience and discomfort. Commercially
available prescription lenses for ordinary glasses are made
of either plastic or glass and therefore offer no or inadequate
protection. There are two basic types of glass lenses, and
these differ significantly in lead content. Ordinary glass lenses
called “crown glass” are used by most people. A less common
glass, known to opticians as “hi-lite”, happens to have
relatively high lead content which allows for a thinner lens than
would otherwise be required. It is normally used as a substitute
for extremely thick lenses.
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The below experiment was designed to determine if significant
protection from radiation is provided by wearing high lead
content glass instead of ordinary glass or plastic lenses.
“An age-related cataract, the thing we think about
conventionally, is in the front of the lens,” explains Dr Ziv
Haskal, Professor of Radiology and Director of Vascular and
Interventional Radiology, New York Presbyterian HospitalColumbia University New York. These happen in the back of
the lens, a completely different area. Radiation is not the only
thing that causes this, people can have PSC cataracts from
diabetes, from steroids etc., which is why it is important to look
for these co-factors and the need for a large enough population
to eliminate these.”
Asked what the natural occurrence of PSC cataracts was,
Haskal replied, “That’s the tricky thing!” The accepted level
under which radiologists are told they have no risk of cataracts
is 200 rads (or 2,000 milligray). However, this appears to
be a false threshold, and it is more likely to be a continuous
spectrum of dosing. According to Haskal, the results of this
study “exceed the expected amount for both age of practitioner
and what would be expected for a baseline finding. It is more
than we expected to find, and that is why made this conclusion
where it increased risk.”
On future studies, Haskal said, “We have broad ideas, although
we do not have grant support yet. We have compiled a team
of people with particular expertise around this, including some
very well known expert epidermiologists. As a result of this
feasibility study, one has agreed to join us in planning the next
step. We have some summer research planned, as well to do
better dosimetry for a practitioner. In other words, what people
are actually getting exposed to at room time so we can do
some better modelling of this.”

PREMIUM FULL PROTECTION

Wrap Around Lateral Protection
Proguard Leader
ABOUT
The ProGuard Leaders feature a soft
ventilated nose bridge with rubberized
temples for premium comfort. Each
ProGuard Leaders frame comes with
the added protection of 0.50mm leaded
side shields and a 2 year manufacturer
warranty against defects. The
ProGuard Leaders frame is the ultimate
in ultra-light comfort and quality.

Proguard Leader

PM-OG220

Specifications
Dimensions
Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Eye size: 58 | Bridge size: 15 | Temple size: 130
Medium
93g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Green/Yellow, Purple/White, Grey/Pink,
Black/Opaque

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

Wrap Around 1387
ABOUT
The 1387 Black Wrap-Around Glasses
are a standard, inexpensive, but
durable wraparound safety frame.
Stylish, lightweight frame and
comfortable fit. They are available in
Green and Pink Lens Colours.

Wrap Around 1387
marked*

PS-RG-1387

Specifications
Dimensions
Frame Size
Weight
Prescription

*May not apply to all product options.

Colour

Eye size: 58 | Bridge size: 15 | Temple size: 130
Medium
75g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Black

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
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WRAP AROUND WITH LATERAL PROTECTION

Wrap Around 206
ABOUT
The Transition 206 safety glasses an all
purpose indoor/outdoor sunglass and
everyday use lense. Quality transition
safety glasses take the hassle out of
having to change your eyewear in
different light conditions. The lenses
are “UV reactive” and respond to
the amount of ultraviolet (UV) light
received. Lenses block out 99.9% of
harmful UV rays. Change from clear to
dark in eight seconds and from dark to
clear in 35 seconds.

Wrap Around 206

PS-RG-206

Specifications
Dimensions

Eye size: 50 | Bridge size: 19 | Temple size: 117

Frame Size

Medium

Weight

65g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Yellow/Black, Orange/Brown, Yellow/Black/
Smoke

Prescription

marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

Colour

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

Wrap Around F10
ABOUT
The model F10 utilises a classic
safety style that is solid, sturdy, and
comfortable. The frame comes with
perforated brow guard, perforated
silicone nose guard and rubberised
temple bar for a secure fit. This product
offers our standard high quality,
distortion-free SF-6 Schott Glass
Radiation-reducing lenses with 0.75mm
lead equivalency. Its lateral shields
protect around the orbit of the eye with
0.50mm lead equivalency.

Wrap Around F10
marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

PS-RG-F10

Specifications
Dimensions
Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Eye size: 55 | Bridge size: 19 | Temple size: 125
Medium
93g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Black/Blue, Clear/Black, Black/Yellow

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection
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0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

WRAP AROUND WITH LATERAL PROTECTION

Wrap Around Q300
ABOUT
Phillips Model RG-Q300 radiation
protective glasses offer a stylish wraparound frame style. This product offers
our standard high quality, distortionfree SF-6 Schott glass, radiationreducing lenses with 0.75mm lead
equivalency.

Specifications
Wrap Around Q300

PS-RG-Q300

marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

Dimensions
Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Eye size: 54 | Bridge size: 18 | Temple size: 130
Medium
75g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Black

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

Wrap Around 15011
ABOUT
The RG-15011-BKC is a rectangular
hipster style safety frame made out
of high quality TR-90 Nylon that has
permanent side shields for added
protection. The sleek black with crystal
clear inside plastic frame has an
adjustable nosepiece that allows for
added comfort and a secure fit. This
frame offers our standard high quality,
distortion-free SF-6 Schott glass
radiation-reducing lenses with .75mm
lead equivalency and .50mm lateral
production. The Model fits best for
Medium to Large style heads.

Wrap Around 15011
marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

PS-RG-15011

Specifications
Dimensions
Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Lens width: 55 | Bridge width: 17 |
Arm length: 140
Large
88g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Black Crystal

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
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WRAP AROUND WITH LATERAL PROTECTION

Wrap Around 17011
ABOUT
The RG-17011 is a rectangular
plastic frame that provides a secure
and comfortable fit. The sleek
plastic frame comes in 2 colors
and with removable side shields
for added radiation protection. This
product offers our standard high
quality, distortion-free SF-6 Schott
glass, radiation-reducing lenses
with 0.75mm lead equivalency. The
Side Shield have a lead Protection
Level 0.50mm Lead Equivalency.
Model 17011 fits best for Large style
heads.

Wrap Around 17011

PS-RG-17011

marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

Specifications
Dimensions
Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Lens width: 55 | Bridge width: 20 | Arm length: 140
Large
80g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Black/Orange, Green

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

Wrap Around OP-28
ABOUT
The OP-28 plastic frame
incorporates a rectangular shape.
The durable and lightweight design
assures a secure fit. This product
offers our standard high quality,
distortion-free SF-6 Schott glass,
radiation-reducing lenses with
0.75mm lead equivalency.

Specifications
Wrap Around OP-28
marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

PS-RG-OP-28

Dimensions
Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Lens width: 53 | Bridge width: 18 | Arm length: 135
Large
77g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Black Fade, Tortoise

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection
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0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

WRAP AROUND WITH LATERAL PROTECTION

Standard with Lateral Protection
53 Classic Lead Glasses
ABOUT
The 53 wrap prescription lead glasses
are constructed of extremely durable
nylon that exhibits superior flexibility
while minimising potential breakage.
The molded wrap features provide
maximum comfort with a full saddle
bridge to distribute weight evenly over
the nose while providing excellent
peripheral vision with leaded glass side
shields. While providing additional splash
protection from radiation, the 53 wrap
achieves a comfortable fit with maximum
radiation protection. Also available with
adjustable nose pads and flex hinge
temples.

Specifications
Dimensions
Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

PM-53

53 Wraps

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection

marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

Lens width: 58 | Bridge width: 16 |
Arm length: 135
Large
84g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Black, Red, Tortoise

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

Astroflex 70
ABOUT
The model 70 is a panoramic lead
goggle constructed of impact resistant
hypoallergenic plastic propionate. The
frame front has molded side shielding
and is fitted to the brow for increased
radiation splash protection. The temple
length and frame angle are adjustable
for a uniform custom fit.

Specifications
Dimensions

Astroflex 70
marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

PM-70

Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Lens width: 54 | Bridge width: 19 |
Arm length: 130
Medium
85g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Clear Blue

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
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STANDARD WITH LATERAL PROTECTION

Wrap Around Protection
9941 Ultralite
ABOUT
The 9941 Ultralites are one of our
premium wrap-around lead glass
models. Designed to offer comfort and
provide protection for the entire eye
area without the need of an added side
shield for lateral exposure, this frame is
ideal for those who have a high power
prescription.
The 9941 also features a soft rubber
nosebridge providing extra support
for increased comfort and a super
lightweight feeling. The curved front
and temples with rubber detail assures
a close secure fit.

9941 Ultralite

PM-9941

Specifications
Dimensions
Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Lens width: 53 | Bridge width: 18 |
Arm length: 140
Regular | Small
Regular size - 64g | Small size - 60g
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Black, Blue, Silver, Red

Radiation Protection

marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

9935 Ultralite
ABOUT
The 9935 Ultralite lead glasses are
funky wrap-around frame designed to
offer comfort and provide protection
for the entire eye area without the
need of an added side shield for
lateral x-ray exposure. This frame is
ideal for those who have smaller facial
structures and features. Includes soft
rubber nosebridge and curved front
and temples with rubber tips assure a
close, secure fit.

9935 Ultralite
marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

PM-9935

Specifications
Dimensions

Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Lens width: 54 | Bridge width: 21 |
Arm length: 120
Lens width: 58 | Bridge width: 21 |
Arm length: 120
Regular | Large
Regular size - 60g | Large size - 65g
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Black, Blue Translucent, Red Translucent, Silver

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection
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0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

STANDARD WITH LATERAL PROTECTION

99 Alumilite
ABOUT
Our radiation protection model 99
Alumilite glasses are constructed
out of lightweight aluminum &
combined with adjustable non-slip
nose pads to provide maximum
comfort for all users. The glasses
curved shape, flexible spring
hinge temples, along with rubber
tip temples assure a tight fit and
provide splash radiation protection.
Designed to protect the whole eye
from radiation without the need of
side shields.

99 Alumilite Plano

PM-99-AL

Specifications
Dimensions
Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Lens width: 62 | Bridge width: 17 | Arm length: 150
Large
70g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Black, Cobalt Blue, Gold, Red, Silver

Radiation Protection

marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

99 Ultralite
ABOUT
The 99 Ultralites are our premium
wrap-around lead glasses model.
They are designed to offer comfort
and provide radiation protection
for the entire eye area without the
need of added side shield for lateral
radiation exposure. The 99 has an
optional soft rubber nosebridge
which can provide extra support
and increased comfort. The 99 lead
glasses are one of most light-weight
radiation glasses.

99 Ultralite

PM-99

Specifications
Dimensions
Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

Lens width: 64 | Bridge width: 18 | Arm length: 140
Lens width: 56 | Bridge width: 18 | Arm length: 140
Regular, Small
67g, 59.5g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Blue, Black, Silver and Taupe/Brown

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
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STANDARD WITH LATERAL PROTECTION

98 Superlite
ABOUT
The 98 Superlite is our new lead glasses
model. The Superlites are designed to
offer comfort and provide protection for
the entire eye area without the need of
an added side shield for splash radiation
exposure. The curved front and temples
with rubber tips assures a close secure
fit.

98 Superlite

PM-98

marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

Specifications
Dimensions
Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Lens width: 63 | Bridge width: 15 |
Arm length: 120
Large
63g approx.
Plano only
Clear Brown

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

703 Wrap Around
ABOUT
Phillips Model RG-703 radiation
protective glasses offer a stylish wraparound style frame constructed of
high impact TR-90 nylon. It features
rubberized soft grip nose pads for
secure fit, as well as our standard high
quality, distortion-free SF-6 Schott glass
radiation-reducing lenses with 0.75mm
lead equivalency. The RG-703 fits best
for Medium and Large style heads.

Specifications
703 Wrap Around
marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

PS-RG-703

Dimensions
Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Lens width: 59 | Bridge width: 18 |
Arm length: 140
Large
66g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Black, Brown Fade, Charcoal Gray

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection
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0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

STANDARD WITH LATERAL PROTECTION

808 Wrap Around
ABOUT
The 808 is a comfortable and
lightweight yet sturdy unifit nylon
frame. Don’t let the sharp-looking
streamlined design fool you, this
frame is all function. Rubber nose
pads and rubberised temple bars
provide comfortable grip while the
wrap around design ensures that
your eyes are protected. Featuring
our standard 0.75mm lead
equivalency Schott SF6 radiation
safety glass lenses.

808 Wrap Around

PS-RG-808

marked*

Specifications
Dimensions

Lens width: 60 | Bridge width: 18 | Arm length: 135

Frame Size
Weight
Prescription

Large
72g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Black, Red, Silver

Colour

*May not apply to all product options.

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

P820 Wrap Around
ABOUT
Phillips Model RG-P820 radiation
protective glasses offer a stylish
wrap-around frame constructed
of high impact TR-90 nylon and
featuring rubberized soft grip nose
pads for secure fit. This product
comes with our standard high
quality, distortion-free SF-6 Schott
glass radiation-reducing lenses
with 0.75mm lead equivalency. The
Model P820 fits best for Large style
heads.

P820 Wrap Around
marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

PS-RG-P820

Specifications
Dimensions

Lens width: 63 | Bridge width: 20 | Arm length: 127

Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Large
78g approx.
Plano only
Black, Silver

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
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STANDARD WITH LATERAL PROTECTION

1362 Wrap Around
ABOUT
Phillips Model RG-1362 radiation
protective glasses offer a stylish wraparound style frame with removable
rubberized foam insert. This frame is
constructed of high impact TR-90 nylon,
features rubberized soft grip nose pads
and temple bars for secure fit, and has
internal ventilation ports around the foam
gasket to help reduce fogging. It also
offers a wrap around 8 base lens design
with our standard high quality, distortionfree SF-6 Schott glass radiation-reducing
lenses with 0.75mm lead equivalency.
Model 1362 fits best for Medium to Large
style heads.

Specifications
Dimensions
Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Lens width: 61 | Bridge width: 13 |
Arm length: 130
Large
79g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Black

Radiation Protection
1362 Wrap Around

PS-RG-1362

Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

1388 Wrap Around
ABOUT
Phillips Model RG-1388 radiation
protective glasses offer a stylish frame
design, constructed of high impact
TR-90 nylon. It features rubberized soft
grip temple bars and nose pads for
secure fit and has lateral protective side
shields to protect around the orbit of the
eye with 0.50mm lead equivalency. The
product comes with our standard high
quality, distortion-free SF-6 Schott glass
radiation-reducing lenses with 0.75mm
lead equivalency. Model 1388 fits best
for Medium and Large style heads.

Specifications
Dimensions
Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Lens width: 60 | Bridge width: 15 |
Arm length: 130
Large
75g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV)
Silver

Radiation Protection
1388 Wrap-Around Glasses
marked*

*May not apply to all product options.
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PS-RG-1388

Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

STANDARD WITH LATERAL PROTECTION

EGM Wrap Around
ABOUT
Phillips Model RG-EGM radiation
protective glasses offer a stylish
wrap-around frame constructed
of high impact TR-90 nylon. It
features rubberised soft grip temple
bars, rubberized saddle bridge
nose pad for extra comfort, and
stylish two-tone rubberised temple
bars. The product comes with our
standard high quality, distortionfree SF-6 Schott glass radiationreducing lenses with 0.75mm lead
equivalency. The Model EGM fits
best for Small to Medium style
heads.

EGM Wrap Around

PS-RG-EGM

marked*

Specifications
Dimensions

Lens width: 53 | Bridge width: 16 | Arm length: 122

Frame Size
Weight
Prescription

Large
70g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Black, Gray, Red, Blue

Colour

Radiation Protection

*May not apply to all product options.

Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

39 Wrap Around
ABOUT
The model 39 is a wrap around
frame constructed of plastic and
utilises a classic safety style that is
solid, sturdy, and comfortable. This
product offers our standard high
quality, distortion-free SF-6 Schott
Glass Radiation-reducing lenses
with 0.75mm lead equivalency. The
model RG-39-BK fits best for Large
style heads.

39 Wrap Around
marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

PS-RG-39

Specifications
Dimensions

Lens width: 60 | Bridge width: 20 | Arm length: 130

Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Large
87g approx.
Plano, Single Vision, Bifocal FT-28, Progressive
Black

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
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STANDARD PROTECTION

Standard Protection
116 Metal
Wrap Around
ABOUT
Phillips Model 116 radiation protective
glasses offer a sleek, thin, metal wraparound frame that is super-lightweight
and extremly durable. The frame features
rubberized, soft grip temple bars and
adjustable, silicone nose pads for extra
comfort. This product offers are standard
high quality, distortion-free SF-6 Schott
glass, radiation-reducing lenses with
.75mm lead equivlancy. Model 116 fits
best for Medium to Large style heads.

116 Metal Wrap-Around

PS-RG-116

Specifications
Dimensions
Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

marked*

Lens width: 65 | Bridge width: 18 |
Arm length: 126
Large
69g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Black, Silver

Radiation Protection

*May not apply to all product options.

Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

554 Metal
Wrap Around
ABOUT
Phillips Model 554 radiation protective
glasses is a lightweight frame
constructed of stainless steel and
equipped with adjustable nose pads and
sleek side shields. This product offers
our standard high quality, distortion-free
SF-6 Schott glass radiation-reducing
lenses with 0.75mm lead equivalency
and 0.50mm lateral production. The
Model 554 fits best for Small to Medium
style heads.

554 Metal Wrap-Around
marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

PS-RG-554

Specifications
Dimensions
Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Lens width: 52 | Bridge width: 18 |
Arm length: 145
Large
59g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Black, Gold

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection
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0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

STANDARD PROTECTION

525 Metal
Wrap Around
ABOUT
Phillips Model 525 radiation
protective glasses is a lightweight
metal wrap around frame featuring
adjustable nose pads, rubberised
temple bars and sleek side
shields. This product offers our
standard high quality, distortionfree SF-6 Schott glass radiationreducing lenses with 0.75mm lead
equivalency and 0.50mm lateral
production. The Model 525 fits best
for Medium to Large style heads.

Specifications
Dimensions

Lens width: 60 | Bridge width: 18 | Arm length: 137

Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Large
84g approx.
Plano, Single Vision, Bifocal FT-28, Progressive
Black

Radiation Protection
525 Metal Wrap-Around

PS-RG-525

Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

850 Metal
Wrap Around
ABOUT
Phillips Model 850 radiation
protective glasses is a lightweight
but durable metal frame featuring
adjustable nose pads, spring
hinges and sleek side shields. This
product offers our standard high
quality, distortion-free SF-6 Schott
glass radiation-reducing lenses
with 0.75mm lead equivalency and
0.50mm lateral production. The
Model 850 fits best for Small to
Medium style heads.

Specifications
Dimensions

Lens width: 49 | Bridge width: 18 | Arm length: 140

Frame Size
Weight
Prescription

Large
78g approx.
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI), and
Progressive (PROG)
Gunmetal

Colour

Radiation Protection
850 Metal Wrap-Around

PS-RG-850

Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

marked*

*May not apply to all product options.
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FITOVERS

Fitovers
42 Fitovers
ABOUT
The new 42 Fitover, like the 89 and 90
leaded Fitovers, is made to wear over
prescription eyewear. The 42 Fitover
features a smaller vertical dimension
than other fitover styles as well as
0.50mm Pb lead sheeting for side
shields, thus decreasing the weight
by approx. 20%. The fitovers are an
excellent choice for those requiring
splash protection.

Specifications
Lens Type
Lead Equiv.
Prescription
Colour

42 Fitover

PM-42BLK

marked*

Radiation Protection
Front Lens
Side Shields

*May not apply to all product options.

Schott SF-6 HT Glass Lead Lenses
Standard 0.75mm Lead Glass Lenses
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI), and
Progressive (PROG)
Black

0.75mm Pb Equivalent
0.50mm Pb Equivalent

90 Fitovers
ABOUT
Originally designed to fit over
prescription eyewear, this oversized
model is also an excellent choice for
those requiring good splash protection
from radiation. The large, clear side
shields protect the user from lateral
exposure while eliminating the “tunnel”
effects of look-alikes.

90 Large Fitover
marked*

*May not apply to all product options.
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PM-90BLK

Specifications
Lens Type
Lead Equiv.
Prescription
Colour

Schott SF6 lead glass
Standard 0.75mm Lead Glass Lenses
Plano only
Black

Radiation Protection
Front Lens
Side Shields

0.75mm Pb Equivalent
0.75mm Pb Equivalent

FITOVERS

33 Fitovers
ABOUT
Phillips Model RG-33 fitover
radiation protective glasses offer a
comfortable, lightweight, and durable
design that fits over prescription
eyewear. The frame is constructed of
our durable TR-90 nylon and offers
0.50mm Pb lateral protection. This
product offers our standard high
quality, distortion-free SF-6 Schott
glass radiation-reducing lenses with
0.75mm lead equivalency. The Model
RG-33 glasses will fit over almost any
style of glasses and head sizes with
comfort.

PS-RG-33

33 Fitover Glasses
marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

Specifications
Dimensions

Lens width: 62 | Bridge width: 15 | Arm length: 145

Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Regular
90g approx.
Plano only
Black, Tortoise, White

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

JP Yamba Fitovers
ABOUT
JP Yamba fit-over radiation protective
glasses offer a comfortable,
lightweight, and durable design that
fits over prescription eyewear. The
frame is constructed of lightweight
Nylon that is resistant to stress
cracking and material fatigue and
offers 0.50mm Pb lateral protection.
This product offers our standard high
quality, distortion-free SF-6 Schott
glass radiation-reducing lenses with
0.75mm lead equivalency. The Model
RG-YAMBA glasses will fit over a
glasses not exceeding 146 x 44mm.

Specifications
Dimensions

Lens width: 65 | Bridge width: 17 | Arm length: 145

Frame Size
Weight
Prescription
Colour

Regular
96g approx.
Plano only
Black

Radiation Protection
Front Protection
Side Protection

JP Yamba Fitovers

0.75mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)
0.50mm Pb Equivalent (up to 150kV)

PS-RG-JP-YM001-50SS
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FACESHIELDS

Faceshields

Panoramic Face Shield
ABOUT

ABOUT

The Panoramic Face Shield utilizes a lead
impregnated acrylic shield suspended from a dual
adjustable headpiece. This lead face shield provides
additional x-ray protection around the sides of
the head while sacrificing some front protection.
Because of the multi-adjustable headpiece, you
can angle the mask to protect from radiation in
many different positions as well as adjust the size to
comfortably fit your head.

The Full Face Shield utilizes a lead impregnated
acrylic shield suspended from a dual adjustable
headpiece. This lead face shield provides additional
x-ray protection due to its larger lead impregnated
shield. Because of the multi-adjustable headpiece,
you can angle the mask to protect from radiation in
many different positions as well as adjust the size to
comfortably fit your head.

*Mask should be worn with leaded eyewear
protection.

*Mask should be worn with leaded eyewear
protection.

Front Shield

0.10mm Lead Acrylic

Front Shield

0.10mm Lead Acrylic

Frame Material

Plastic

Frame Material

Plastic

Frame Weight

350g

Frame Weight

450g

Regular Frame Size

Adjustable Head Pieces

Regular Frame Size

Adjustable Head Pieces

Frame Type

Face Shield

Frame Type

Face Shield

Panoramic Face Shield
marked*

*May not apply to all product options.
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Full Face Shield

PM-400PSM

Full Face Shield
marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

PM-450FPM

BRAND PROTECTION

Brand Protection
Nike Brazen
ABOUT
Nike Brazen leaded glasses are
designed to perform for you. Their
style and modern look as well as
their radiation splash protection
provide adequate x-ray safety
for most hospital settings. They
feature a nylon frame, metal
accents and ventilated nose
bridge for anti fog functionality.

Specifications
Prescription

PM-N-BR

Nike Brazen
marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

Colour(s)

Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Matte Black with Silver, Matte Black with Blue, Tortoise,
Shiny Black

Radiation Protection
Front Lens
Side Shields

0.75mm Pb Equivalent
0.50mm Pb Equivalent

Nike Rabid
ABOUT
The Nike Rabid provides both
coverage and stability. With its
lightweight 8 Base frame design the
Rabid offers clarity at all angles.This
product offers our standard high
quality, distortion-free SF-6 Schott
Glass Radiation-reducing lenses
with 0.75mm lead equivalency. The
Model RG-NI-RABID fits best for
Large head sizes.

Specifications
Lens Type
Prescription
Colour

Nike Rabid

PS-RG-NI-EV1109

Schott SF6 0.75mm Lead
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Matte Black, Matte Black/Grey, Anthracite/Grey, Matte
Black/Silver, Matte Sequoia/Green, Matte Wolf Grey/
Volt

Radiation Protection
Front Lens

0.75mm Pb Equivalent
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BRAND PROTECTION

Nike Premier
ABOUT
This product offers our standard high
quality, distortion-free SF-6 Schott
Glass Radiation-reducing lenses with
0.75mm lead equivalency.
Extra-slim 4-base frame. Low-profile,
tapered temple arms fit easily under
a hat. Durable, high-tension hinges.
Iconic SB details.

Nike Premier

PS-RG-NI-EV1071

Specifications
Lens Type
Prescription
Colour

Schott SF6 0.75mm Lead
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Black/Silver, Cool Grey, Matte Tortoise, Matte
Anthracite, Matte Black

Radiation Protection
Front Lens

0.75mm Pb Equivalent

Nike Flex
ABOUT
This product offers our standard high
quality, distortion-free SF-6 Schott
Glass Radiation-reducing lenses with
0.75mm lead equivalency.
Lightweight, durable nylon frame.
6-base frame offers everyday coverage.
Durable, high tension hinges.

Nike Flex

PM-N-FIN

Specifications
Lens Type
Prescription
Colour

Schott SF6 0.75mm Lead
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Matte Anthracite, Matte Purple, Matte Black,
Matte Tortoise

Radiation Protection
Front Lens
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0.75mm Pb Equivalent

BRAND PROTECTION

Nike Bandit
ABOUT
Combining the best of performance
eyewear with versatile style, the
Nike Bandit has a clean, lightweight
design and ventilation ideal for
running, training, and beyond. Soft
rubber channels on the inside of the
temples enhance airflow, wick away
sweat and grip your skin as you
heat up. Tiny holes in the top of the
frame allow heat to escape and cool
air to circulate, preventing moisture
and fog. The scaled-down, floating
nose pad helps absorb impact and
enhances ventilation. Openings in
the temple arms prevent fogging
and moisture accumulation. Nike
max optics provide precise clarity
from all angles of view. This product
offers our standard high quality,
distortion-free SF-6 Schott Glass
Radiation-reducing lenses with
0.75mm lead equivalency.

Nike Bandit

Specifications
Lens Type
Prescription
Colour

Schott SF6 0.75mm Lead
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Matte Obsidian/Deep Royal Blue, Matte Anthracite/
Green, Matte Black/Silver, Matte Grey, Matte Black
Bright Crimson, Matte Oil Grey/Dark Grey

Radiation Protection
Front Lens

0.75mm Pb Equivalent

PS-RG-NI-EV0917

Nike Avid
ABOUT
The lightweight Avid Square
sunglasses provide maximum
coverage, comfort and stability.
With its adjustable ventilated nose,
spring hinges and secure wrap
temple arms, these glasses create
a customized fit. This product offers
our standard high quality, distortionfree SF-6 Schott Glass Radiationreducing lenses with 0.75mm lead
equivalency. The Model RG-NIAVIDSQ fits best for Medium to
Large head sizes.

Specifications
Lens Type
Prescription
Colour

Nike Avid

PS-RG-NI-EV0589

Schott SF6 0.75mm Lead
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Black, Walnut Brown, Gunmetal

Radiation Protection
Front Lens

0.75mm Pb Equivalent
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BRAND PROTECTION

Nike 7101
ABOUT
Nike 7101 is a Full Rim frame made
of Plastic. It features the Nike swoosh
logo on temples. This product offers
our standard high quality, distortionfree SF-6 Schott Glass Radiationreducing lenses with 0.75mm lead
equivalency. The Model RG-NI-7101 fits
best for Medium head sizes.

Specifications
Nike 7101

PS-RG-NI-7101

Lens Type
Prescription
Colour

Schott SF6 0.75mm Lead
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Matte Black, Matte Anthracite, Matte Obsidian

Radiation Protection
Front Lens

0.75mm Pb Equivalent

Nike 7239
ABOUT
Nike 7239 features a Lightweight
acetate frame design for comfort and
durability. Stacked acetate temples
with pop color accents in sneaker
tread pattern. Cam action hinges: snap
firmly into place. Jeweled plaque Nike
Swoosh logo for pop color accent.
This product offers our standard high
quality, distortion-free SF-6 Schott
Glass Radiation-reducing lenses with
0.75mm lead equivalency.The Model
RG-NI-7239 fits best for Large head
sizes.

Specifications
Lens Type
Prescription
Colour

Radiation Protection
Front Lens

Nike 7239
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PS-RG-NI-7239

Schott SF6 0.75mm Lead
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Matte Black/Silver

0.75mm Pb Equivalent

BRAND PROTECTION

Nike 7243
ABOUT
The Nike 7243 frame features a
Lightweight Acetate frame design
for comfort and durability. Solid
temple colorations with stacked
acetate on inside of temples and
pop color accents in sneaker tread
pattern and jeweled metal Nike
swoosh logo plaque. This product
offers our standard high quality,
distortion-free SF-6 Schott Glass
Radiation-reducing lenses with
0.75mm lead equivalency. The
Model RG-NI-7243 fits best for
Small to Medium head sizes.

Nike 7243

PS-RG-NI-7243

Specifications
Lens Type
Prescription
Colour

Schott SF6 0.75mm Lead
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Black, Black/Green, Anthracite, Matte Ridgerock, Matte
Tortoise, Matte Tortoise/Port Wine, Blue Force

Radiation Protection
Front Lens

0.75mm Pb Equivalent

More Styles of
Nike Eyewear available!
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BRAND PROTECTION

Wiley X Brick
ABOUT
The Brick is a popular square-lens
wraparound frame with rubberized
arms for added grip. This frame comes
in Matte Black (854F), Crystal Metallic
(855F), and Gloss Black (857F) and has
a removable facial cavity seal which
keeps splashes, dust and debris from
getting into your eyes. Featuring our
standard 0.75mm lead equivalency
Schott SF6 radiation safety glass lenses.

Wiley X Brick

PM-WX-BRICK

marked*

Specifications
Lens Type
Prescription
Colour

Schott SF6 0.75mm Lead
Plano only
Black Ops Matte Black, Crystal Metallic, Metallic
Black

Radiation Protection

*May not apply to all product options.

Front Lens

0.75mm Pb Equivalent

Wiley X Contour
ABOUT
Wiley X Contour glasses provide top
of the line style and protection. These
Wiley X safety glasses are made with
shatterproof selenite polycarbonate
lenses that meet ANSI Z87.1 and US
Federal OSHA high velocity and high
mass impact standards. Wiley X Contour
safety glasses are constructed with hand
polished, durable nylon frames, optical 5
barrel hinge, adjustable wire core temple
tips for a custom fit, and removable side
shields for protection when on the job.
Wiley X Contour prescription glasses
provide superior protection, clarity, and
style no matter what conditions you’re in.

Specifications
Lens Type
Prescription
Colour

Schott SF6 0.75mm Lead
Plano, Single Vision (SV), Bifocal Rx (BI) and
Progressive (PROG)
Matte Black, Gloss Brown, Gloss Black/Brown
Stripe

Radiation Protection
Wiley X Contour
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PM-WX-CON

Front Lens

0.75mm Pb Equivalent

BRAND PROTECTION

Wiley X P-17
ABOUT
The P-17 has been one of the most
popular Wiley X frames for years.
Available in Gloss Black (P-17F),
Tortoise Brown (P-17NPF), and
Matte Black (P-17MF), Gunmetal
Gray (P-17TF) the P-17 offers
ample visibility and protection in a
wraparound lens style. Featuring
our standard 0.75mm lead
equivalency Schott SF6 radiation
safety glass lenses.

Specifications
Lens Type
Prescription
Colour

PM-WX-69696

Wiley X P-17

Schott SF6 0.75mm Lead
Plano, Single Vision (SV) and Bifocal Rx (BI)
Matte Black, Gloss Black, Tortoise Brown, Gunmetal
Gray

Radiation Protection

marked*

*May not apply to all product options.

Front Lens

0.75mm Pb Equivalent

More Styles of
Wiley X Eyewear available!
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Protective Shielding

Mobile Shielding Protection
In order to avoid being a disturbance in a room, high expectations are placed on mobile protective shields. All requirements of
equipment and procedural methodology of the operation room, as well as all demands of the personnel have to be taken into
consideration.

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Type 5

Apex Mobile Screen

Zenith Mobile Screen

Mobile radiation protective screens with lead glass viewing
panel. Available in four different sizing options, suitable for any
environment.

Powder coated steel frames, precision TIG welded for years
of trouble-free service completely enclosing the leaded glass
panel for increased durability and safety. Includes extra
support around base unlike competing models.

Lead equivalence is 2.1 Pb.

Lead equivalence is 2.1 Pb.

Type

Size (WxHxD cm)

Window Size (cm)

Type 1
Type 2
Type 3
Type 4
Type 5
Type 6

60 x 199 x 65
60 x 199 x 65
120 x 199 x 65
120 x 199 x 65
60 x 199 x 65
120 x 199 x 65

33 x 100
40 x 100
100 x 50
100 x 100
n/a
n/a

Type

Size (WxHxD cm)

Window Size (cm)

Type 1
Type 2
Type 3
Type 4
Type 5

110 x 197.5 x 76.8
110 x 197.5 x 76.8
110 x 197.5 x 76.8
130 x 197.5 x 76.8
76 x 197.5 x 76.8

100 x 180
100 x 133
100 x 100
120 x 100
66 x 100

Apex Mobile Screen - Type 1RAD-SH-A060-W033X100-TP

Zenith Mobile Screen - Type 1

RAD-SH-Z110-W100x180

Apex Mobile Screen - Type 2RAD-SH-A060-W040X100

Zenith Mobile Screen - Type 2

RAD-SH-Z110-W100x133

Apex Mobile Screen - Type 3

RAD-SH-A120-W100X050

Zenith Mobile Screen - Type 3

RAD-SH-Z110-W100x100

Apex Mobile Screen - Type 4RAD-SH-A120-W100X100

Zenith Mobile Screen - Type 4 

RAD-SH-Z130-W120x100

Apex Mobile Screen - Type 5RAD-SH-A060-W0

Zenith Mobile Screen - Type 5 

RAD-SH-Z076-W066x100

Apex Mobile Screen - Type 6RAD-SH-A120-W0

Note: This product is not available in the US.
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Type 1

Protective Shielding

Angled H-Base

X-Base

Zenith Personal Mobile Screen
Height adjustable mobile personal shield, featuring a RadSafe protective panel
supported by a powder coated steel frame with precision TIG welds and medical
grade wheels for years of trouble-free service.
Lead equivalence is 0.5 Pb.
Unique shield design for todays users, featuring:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Angled H Base improving usability and handling
Also Available with X Base
Centralised height adjustment allowing no obstructions above the shield
Middle mount support allowing ease of left hand, right hand or both
Medical grade castors (wheels) as standard
RadSafe lead protective panel as standard

Zenith Personal - X-Base ScreenRAD-SH-ZP-XB
Zenith Personal - Angled H-Base ScreenRAD-SH-ZP-HB

Specifications:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shield Size: 1200x500mm
Shield Protection: 0.5mmPb RadSafe Non-Lead Bilayer
Frame Width: 840mm at user side, 240mm at patient side
Frame Depth: 520mm
Frame Height: 1350mm at lowest, 2000mm at highest
Height Adjust: Manual pull pin, release, lift and lock

Custom Sizes and Configurations
Available on Request

Note: This product is not available in the US.
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PROTECTIVE SHIELDING

MAVIG Mobile
Shields
Moveable Protective Shields for
Flexible Use
MAVIG produces mobile shields from the most
modern protective material in a variety of
options. All requirements of equipment and
procedural methodology of the operation
room, as well as all demands of the personnel
have been taken into consideration. We
of course welcome specific needs of our
clients in addition to our standard offerings.
With exception to models WD254,
WD255, and WD258, all of our mobile
shields are fitted with special wheels to
reduce electrostatic electricity.
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Protective Shielding

MA-WD257 Adjustable Mobile Shield
Sleek construction and stable base legs save space and
ensure safety. A classic model in interventional radiology, the
lead acrylic glass panel is easily adjusted and retracts inside
its steel base.
Protection

Overall height
Lead equivalency

Description

Steel body (78 cm width, 107
cm height);
lead acrylic glass (70 cm
width)
Adjustable from 115 cm to
188 cm
0.50 Pb (Lead acrylic glass)
1.0 Pb (Steel body);
Product Code

WD257 Adjustable Mobile Shield MA-WD2571

MA-WD261 Mobile Lower Body Shield
The compact, anatomically formed shield of the model WD261
allows for a close body fit so that the doctor can move freely
throughout the procedure. Due to springs the user can adjust
the height of the shield to his own height or working position
requested, at any time i.e. also during the procedure.

MA-WD302 Contoured Mobile Shield/
MA-WD304 Lower Body Panel
The out-adjustable shield with contour cut can be placed
over the body of the patient effectively reducing secondary
radiation emanating from the patient’s body.
The MA-WD304 mobile radiation protection has the same
characteristics as the MA-WD302 shield. In addition, it offers
an under table protection consisting of flexible overlapping
radiation protective strips with a lead equivalency of 0.50 Pb.
Protection

Overall height
Lead equivalency

Steel body (77.5 cm width, 79 cm
height); lead acrylic glass (70/110
cm width); strips (50 cm width, 64
cm height)
Adjustable from 143 cm to
190 cm
Steel body (1.0 Pb); lead acrylic
glass (0.50 Pb)

Description

Product Code

MA-WD302 Contoured Mobile Shield
Contoured w/ Lower Body Panel

MA-WD3021
MA-WD3041

The shield was designed to offer sufficient legroom in order to
eliminate any risk of injury. The unimpeded use of the control
pedal of the x-ray unit accounts for another advantage.
• Height adjustable for individual needs
from 1050 to 1350 mm
• Lead equivalent 0.50 mm Pb
• Easy to clean outer material: MAVIG ComforTex®-HMPF
• Designed for easy and comfortable control pedal use
• High quality, electrically conductive wheels with brakes
• Specially designed sterile covers MA-STEA-WD261 to meet
strict hospital hygienic regulations

Lead equivalency

Height adjustable 1060 to 1360
mm of protection.
0.50 Pb

Description

Product Code

MA-WD260 Mobile Lower
Body Shield

MA-WD261

Protection
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PROTECTIVE SHIELDING

MA-WD306 Mobile Spatial Shield
The MA-WD306 Mobile Spatial Shield model is optimally designed
for spatial shielding. Available in larger widths to meet customer
requirements. The mobile lower body protection is used when under
table radiation protection is required, although the table does not offer
any option for accessory rails.
Protection
Lead equivalency

100 x 187 cm or 130 x 187 cm
0.50 Pb / 1.0 Pb

Description
MA-WD306 (100x187 cm, 0.50 Pb)
MA-WD306 (130x187 cm, 0.50 Pb)
MA-WD306 (100x187 cm, 1.0 Pb)

Product Code
MA-WD306/0.5/1000
MA-WD306/0.5/1300
MA-WD306/1.0/1000

MA-WD306 (130x187 cm, 1.0 Pb)

MA-WD306/1.0/1300

MA-WD300 Curved Mobile Shield
The slightly curved lead acrylic shield is suited to the body’s shape
and offers maximum mobility. The unique shield is especially suited
for applications in interventional radiology. The form and height of the
cutouts can be ordered to meet individual requirements.
Protection
Lead equivalency

Curved lead-acrylic shield with side arm
cutouts (82 x 190 cm)
0.50 Pb

Description

Product Code

MA-WD300 Curved Mobile Shield

MA-WD300

MA-WD260 Mobile Lower Body Shield
Used for under table protection, although the table does not offer any
option for accessory rails.
Overlapping flexible strips ensure optimal protection and extend
operating range. The sleek and manoeuvrable system is statically
secure and offers lots of space. High variability due to a removable
shield. The stable base offers a large operating range with very little
space required.
Protection

Lead equivalency
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1 or 2 removable upper pieces
(170 mm and 250 mm in height); middle
section (60 x 100 cm); 2 angled side
sections (20 x 100 cm)
0.50 Pb

Description

Product Code

MA-WD260 Mobile Lower Body Shield

MA-WD260

PROTECTIVE SHIELDING

MA-WD258 Mobile Bed Screen
The mobile bed screens can easily be moved by anyone, especially
helpful in neo-natology or intensive care wards. This versatile screen
efficiently reduces exposure to secondary radiation. A spring-driven
support simplifies height adjustment. The Mavig protective material is
flexible, which prevents damage, even in case of collisions.
Protection

Shield (90 x 70 cm); height adjustable
from 128 cm to 172 cm

Description

Product Code

MA-WD258 Mobile Bed
Screen

MA-WD258

MA-WD254 Foldable Mobile Shield
The MA-WD254 Foldable Mobile Shield comes with a middle section,
including a 40x30 cm lead acrylic window and two side sections, all
with a choice of protection level between 1.0 Pb and 2.0 Pb.

Lead equivalency

Middle section; lead acrylic window
(40 x 30 cm); 2 side sections
1.0 Pb or 2.0 Pb

Description

Product Code

Protection

MA-WD254 Foldable
(1.0 Pb)
MA-WD254 Foldable
(2.0 Pb)

MA-WD2541B
MA-WD2542B

MA-WD255 Mobile Lower Body Shield
This economical solution is an ideal workplace shielding.
Protection

Width 100 cm, Height 200 cm

Lead equivalency

With lead acrylic window
(30 x 40 cm) or without
1.0 Pb or 2.0 Pb

Description

Product Code

MA-WD255 Mobile Lower
MA-WD2551B
Body Shield (1.0 Pb)
MA-WD255 Mobile Lower
MA-WD2552B
Body Shield (2.0 Pb)
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PROTECTIVE SHIELDING

Kenex Mobile Shields
310/B-3 Height Adjustable Mobile Shield
Superior design and construction make this mobile shield ideal for
use in confined areas close to the table side. This shield is compact
and easily manoeuvred into position. It occupies minimal space when
lowered after use. The 70 cm wide clear lead acrylic window provides
an uninterrupted view of procedures. It is counterbalance so that it has
no apparent weight and can be raised to a height of up to 188 cm for
complete protection or lowered in seconds to 115 cm for access to the
patient.
Protection
Lead equivalency
Description
310/B-3 Mobile Shield
317 Protective Side Panel

78 x 115-188 cm
Glass 0.50 Pb, Steel panel 1.0 Pb
Product Code
KE-310/B-3
KE-317/05-01

Optional protective side panel/s.

326/05 Adjustable Over-Table Mobile Shield
A dramatic reduction in radiation exposure to the whole body can be
achieved when this mobile x-ray shield is properly utilised. It creates
an extensive safety zone within which the practitioner can work. The
wide shadow cast by the shield also provides protection to assisting
personnel. This mobile shield combines all the attributes of overheadsuspended shields and table mounted shields in a single unit, without
the need for installation.
Protection
Lead equivalency
Description
326/05
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45-80 x 139-169 cm
0.50 Pb
Product Code
KE-326/05

PROTECTIVE SHIELDING

Table Mounted Shields
Both the user and the assistant benefit from the innovative, large-area lower
body scatter radiation protection (below the table). An accessory rail that is
mounted on the lower body guard also provides the necessary space for
table and C-arm control units, as well as other equipment.

970

MA-UT70 – Modular Lower Body Protection for
Multiple Applications

MA-UT70-xxnSWS

970

970

970

Example: MA-UT70 with maximum possible protective surface (MA-UT7090NSWS) Lower body protection for and with 9 x 25 mm accessory rail, total
width up to 1620 mm consisting of: 1x main part (MS), 1x wide side panel
(WS), 1x narrow side panel (NS), plus two matching detachable attachment
shields (1x wide and 1x narrow)

max. 1620

max. 1080

max. 1310

MA-UT70-xxnS

MA-UT70-xxnSnS

max. 1410

MA-UT70-xxWS

Individual Lower Body Components
Wide side panel – WS
(weight: 4.55 kg)

Narrow side panel – NS
(weight: 1.7 kg)
265

Wide upper shield
(weight: 1.8 kg)
590

700

Extra upper shield MS
(weight: 1.2 kg)
355

850

230

250

230

600

Narrow upper shield
(weight: 0.6 kg
240

790

790

790

230

615

Upper Shields

Main section – MS, always used!
(weight: 7.55 kg)

Description

Product Code

Lower body protection MA-UT70 with 7.7 mm accessory rail - MS, NS, WS

MA-UT70-77NSWS

Lower body protection MA-UT70 with 9 mm accessory rail - MS, NS, WS
Lower body protection MA-UT70 with 10 mm accessory rail - MS, NS, WS
Lower body protection MA-UT70, main section only with 7.7 mm accessory rail - MS
Lower body protection MA-UT70, main section only with 9 mm accessory rail - MS

MA-UT70-90NSWS
MA-UT70-10NSWS
MA-UT70-77
MA-UT70-90

Lower body protection MA-UT70, main section only with 10 mm accessory rail - MS

MA-UT70-10

Lower body protection MA-UT70, 2 parts, with 7.7 mm accessory rail - MS, NS

MA-UT70-77NS

Lower body protection MA-UT70, 2 parts, with 9 mm accessory rail - MS, NS
Lower body protection MA-UT70, 2 parts, with 10 mm accessory rail - MS, NS
Lower body protection MA-UT70, 3 parts, with 7.7 mm accessory rail - MS, NS, NS
Lower body protection MA-UT70, 3 parts, with 9 mm accessory rail - MS, NS, NS
Lower body protection MA-UT70, 3 parts, with 10 mm accessory rail - MS, NS, NS
Lower body protection MA-UT70, 2 parts, with 7.7 mm accessory rail - MS, WS
Lower body protection MA-UT70, 2 parts, with 9 mm accessory rail - MS, WS
Lower body protection MA-UT70, 2-part, with 10 mm accessory rail - MS, WS
Wide upper shield, single - WS
Narrow upper shield, single - NS
Extra upper shield for main shield, single - MS
Wall mount for main section - MS
Wall mount for wide and narrow side panel(s) - NS, WS

MA-UT70-90NS
MA-UT70-10NS
MA-UT70-77NSNS
MA-UT70-90NSNS
MA-UT70-10NSNS
MA-UT70-77WS
MA-UT70-90WS
MA-UT70-10WS
MA-E-UT70U030
MA-E-UT70U050
MA-E-UT70U080
MA-E-UT70W010
MA-E-UT70W020
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PROTECTIVE SHIELDING

MA-UT6030 Lower Body Shields
MA-UT6030 / MA-UT6031 / MA-UT6032 – Lower Body Protection System
500

460

885

900

Double-jointed adapter with 290 mm wide additional panel for flexibility
Upper table scatter radiation attachment shield for the 500 mm wide lower
Optimised surfaces for thorough and time-saving hygiene
Lead equivalent of 0.50 mm Pb for each protection component
Suitable for table rails with profiles from 7 x 25 mm to 10 x 30 mm
Additional 460 mm long accessory rail (MA-UT6030: 7.7 x 25 mm, MA-UT6031:
9 x 25 mm or MA-UT6032: 10 x 25 mm), e.g. for mounting control elements up to a
maximum of 15.0 kg
• Dimensions of MA-UT60xx:
Height with upper shield: 1,100 mm (without upper shield 900 mm)
Main section 885 x 540 mm (H x W; three overlapping panels
• Total weight: 21.7 kg (with upper shield)
• Including wall mountings (1x for 500 mm wide lower part, 1x for upper shield)

1100

•
•
•
•
•
•

250

The lower body protection system has a stable construction, rounded edges for
low injury risks and a significantly larger protection zone against X-ray radiation
scattering for the examiner and the assistant. Flexible, overlapping panels are more
comfortable for the examiner and allow undisturbed movement of the C-arm. The
pivoting panels adjust to a possible tilt of the table of up to 15° .

290
1210

Description

Product Code

Lower body protection model 6030 with 460 mm accessory rail
(GE, profile: 7.7 x 25 mm)
Lower body protection model 6031 with 460 mm accessory rail
(Toshiba/Canon, profile: 9 x 25 mm)
Lower body protection model 6032 with 460 mm accessory rail
(Philips/Siemens, profile: 10 x 25 mm)
Lower body protection model for China with 460 mm accessory rail
(profile: 7.7 x 25 mm)

MA-UT6030
MA-UT6031
MA-UT6032
MA-UT6001-66

MA-UT69 – Lower Body Protection System
The MA-UT69 offers maximum protection thanks to the intermediate double articulated joint and additional protection panel. The
upper shield can be removed quickly in case of emergency or for comfortable patient positioning.
• Overlapping, flexible radiation protective panels with PVC covering
• Lead equivalent of 0.50 mm Pb / total weight: MA-UT6902 = 27.9 kg ; MA-UT6904 = 26.9 kg
• Height without upper shield: 900 mm, width: 645 mm (main section, 4 overlapping panels)
170 mm (additional panel)
• Total width of all lower body protection panels (below the table): max. 800 mm
(overlapping, adjustment angle)
• Universal adapter: suitable for table rails ranging from 7 x 25 mm to 10 x 30 mm
• Two separate upper shields (depending on model), resp. 170/250 mm in height; width: 600 mm
• Includes wall mounts (1 x main section and 1 x upper shield)
MA-UT6902

MA-UT6904
1045

1045
600

900

1035

900

1080

875

875

170

250

600

645
800
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645
800

Description

Product Code

Lower body protection model 6269, two matching, removable upper shields (170 + 250 mm)

MA-UT6901

Lower body protection model 6269, one matching, removable upper shield (250 mm)
Lower body protection model 6269, one matching, removable upper shield (170 mm)

MA-UT6902
MA-UT6904

500

900

Overlapping, flexible radiation protection panels with PVC covering
Can be mounted on both sides of the table (mirror image)
Lead equivalent of 0.50 mm Pb
Dimensions of the MA-UT6001:
Main section 900 x 500 mm (H x W; three overlapping panels)
Upper shield 250 x 500 mm (H x W)
Additional panel 290 mm (W)
• Total weight: 16.5 kg
• Includes wall mounts (1x for main section and 1x upper shield)

1100

•
•
•
•

250

The MA-UT6001 is MAVIG’s table-mounted radiation shield with freely suspended
panels for tilting tables up to 15°. The double-jointed adapter for the table rail
enables the user to have a position very close to the table. The MA-UT6001 has been
designed so that it can be placed on either side of the table, thus permitting more
versatile application possibilities.
The lower body protection system has been equipped with the universal adapter
from MAVIG and therefore fits all table rails with profiles from 7 x 25 mm to
10 x 30 mm.

PROTECTIVE SHIELDING

MA-UT6001 – Lower Body Protection System

715
830

Description

Product Code

Lower body protection with universal adapter, suitable for accessory rails from
7 x 25 mm to 10 x 30 mm

MA-UT6001

MA-UT30 – Radiation Protective Panels
MA-UT30 - Individual, Modular Lower Body Protection System
The MA-UT30 fills a gap in radiation protection for surgical tables. The uniform
panels can be combined and strategically placed to meet different applications and
protection needs. The lightweight panels are especially suitable for surgical tables
with height adjustable segments.
• Lead equivalent of 0.50 mm Pb
• Length/weight of protection panel:
600 mm / 1.55 kg, 750 mm / 1.75 kg and 900 mm / 1.95 kg
• Width of a single panel: 290 mm (overlap of at least 20 mm recommended)
• Suitable for flat section panels ranging from 7 x 25 mm to 10 x 30 mm
• Panels should be placed to create an overlapping effect
Description

Product Code

The basic set contains 3 panels, each 600 x 290 mm (L x W), 0.50 mm Pb
The basic set contains 3 panels, each 750 x 290 mm (L x W), 0.50 mm Pb
The basic set contains 3 panels, each 900 x 290 mm (L x W), 0.50 mm Pb
Single panel, 600 x 290 mm (L x W) for adding to and extending a set, 0.50 mm Pb
Single panel, 750 x 290 mm (L x W), for adding to and extending a set, 0.50 mm Pb
Single panel, 900 x 290 mm (L x W), for adding to and extending a set, 0.50 mm Pb

MA-UT3060SET
MA-UT3075SET
MA-UT3090SET
MA-UT3060SL
MA-UT3075SL
MA-UT3090SL
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MA-UT5001-SI - Lower Body
Protection System
MAVIG´s MA-UT5001-SI offers ideal protection, especially in
the gastroenterological working environment. For the first time,
examiners and medical staff can carry out their work unhindered
but protected at the same time. The lower protective shield
consists of freely suspended, overlapping radiation protection
panels which can be easily aligned vertically up to a table
inclination of 15°.
The new multifunctional handles make it easy to carry, position and
attach the lower body protection. The various attachment shields
of the MA-UT5001-SI can be combined and individually arranged
to meet a wide range of interventional applications and protection
needs. To facilitate uncomplicated patient positioning and in an
emergency, the attachment shields can be removed as quickly as
possible.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Special frame for attaching the MA-UT5001-SI to the Siemens Artis zee multi-purpose table
Wide lower body side panel that can be fitted on both sides for large-area protection
Front panel can be mounted on the front side below the table for extended protection
Add-on attachment shields, 2 x short & 2 x long, for individual positioning
Overlapping, flexible radiation protective panels with PVC covering
Lead equivalent of 0.50 mm Pb
Includes wall mounts (2 x upper and 2 x lower part)

Wide side panel
(weight: 9.8 kg)

Narrow front panel
(weight: 6.3 kg)

Wide upper shield - front
(weight: 3.2 kg)

685

685

300

700

Narrow upper shields - side, 2x each
(weight: 0.6 kg / 0.8 kg)
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725

185

350

1130

300

185

Description

Product Code

Lower body protection model, for adaptation to Siemens Artis-zee multi-purpose tables by means of
a special frame construction, one wide side panel (below the table) and one wide front panel each,
including matching add-on attachment shields (1x front, 4x side)

MA-UT5001-SI

Protective Shielding

313/A2 Head End Table Shield
This lower body shield substantially reduces exposure to scatter radiation
emanating from the table or patient’s body. It comprises a lightweight and durable
structure with a fixed central section and two pivotal side arms supporting a
flexible 0.5 mm lead equivalent curtain.
• The shield slides onto a carbon fibre table top and protects medical staff at the
head end or others close-by.
• Pivotal arms can form 32 cm wide wings around the user or extend forward.
Either side can be quickly repositioned to allow for full C-arm movement.
• Arms fold inwards when the shield is stored on the supplied wall rack (wall rack
is optional with 313/A2).
• The curtains flexible inner layer is bonded to its outer covering which results in
an extremely strong, supple and easy to clean curtain. As the protective layer
is not suspended separately in a cover (bag), it cannot tear or fall away inside
unnoticed.
• Size: approximately 120 cm wide (dependent on table width) x 80 cm high.
• Including wall mountings (1x for 500 mm wide lower part, 1x for upper shield)
Description
313/A2 - Shield and optional wall rack. Size and make of table need to be specified on the
measurement sheet below.
313/A2-001 - Shield & wall rack for use with a 525 mm wide Artis table or 520 mm wide
TruSystem 7500 for Artis zee systems only
313/A2-008 - Shield & wall rack for use with a 550 mm wide Artis zee multipurpose (MP) table
only

Product Code
KE-313/A2
KE-313/A2-001
KE-313/A2-008

Upper Foot End Table Shield
This shield protects against scatter radiation and also helps protect against
possible blood splashes during some interventional procedures.
• Designed for use across the table towards the foot end.
• Fits onto both 25 mm high tableside accessory rails (7.7 - 10 mm thick).
• Lead acrylic window 60 cm high x 80 cm wide (dependent on table width), with
lower flexible curtain.
• Overall height: 90 cm.
• Lead equivalent protection throughout: 0.5 mm.
• Please specify size and make of table.

Description

Product Code

Upper foot end table shield

KE-311/TC/004
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LOWER BODY SHIELDING

312/DS-039 Lower Body Shields
These lower body shields substantially reduce exposure to scatter radiation
emanating from the table or patient’s body. The primary shield comprises a
lightweight and durable structure, with middle link and pivotal arm supporting
a flexible lead curtain. Optional semi-flexible top shields provide additional
protection to the upper body.
• The shield easily mounts to either side of the table allowing the pivotal arm to
always face the head end.
• A 55 cm (72 cm 312/DS-039/5) wide attachment bracket slides onto a 25 mm
high tableside accessory rail (max. 11 mm thick). The securing handle position
allows it to overhang the rail end and be repositioned further along the table.
• Equipment controls can be mounted on the large integrated rail and grouped
with others close by on the adjacent tableside rail.
• The heavy duty middle link has an automatic wear adjustment facility ensuring
accurate joint friction which prevents unwanted curtain movement even when
the table is tilted in any direction.
• The curtains flexible inner layer is bonded to its outer covering which results in
an extremely strong, supple and easy to clean curtain. As the protective layer
is not suspended separately in a cover (bag), it cannot tear or fall away inside
unnoticed.

Description

Product Code

312/DS-039/1 - Single piece curtain (118 x 70 cm)
312/DS-039/2 - Two piece overlapping curtain (120 x 70 cm)
312/DS-039/5 - Two piece overlapping curtain (135 x 70 cm)
312/DS/3.32/3 - Optional top shield (57 cm)
312/DS/3.30 - Optional top shield center piece (27 cm)
312/DS/3.41 - Optional top shield (27 cm)

KE-312/DS-039/1
KE-312/DS-039/2
KE-312/DS-039/5
KE-312/DS/3.32/3
KE-312/DS/3.30
KE-312/DS/3.41

312/DS-006 and 007 Lower Body Shield
Comprising of a lightweight and durable structure, with middle link and pivotal arm
supporting a flexible lead curtain. Optional semi-flexible top shields (included with
312/DS-007) provide additional protection to the upper body.
• The shield easily mounts to either side of the table allowing the pivotal arm to
always face the head end.
• A 28 cm wide attachment bracket can be easily adjusted to slide onto a 25 mm
or 29.3 mm tableside accessory rail (maximum 11 mm thick).
• The heavy duty middle link has an automatic wear adjustment facility ensuring
accurate joint friction which prevents unwanted curtain movement even when
the table is tilted in any direction.
• The curtains flexible inner layer is bonded to its outer covering which results in
an extremely strong, supple and easy to clean curtain. As the protective layer
is not suspended separately in a cover (bag), it cannot tear or fall away inside
unnoticed.
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Description

Product Code

Optional top shields
Includes top shields

KE-312/DS-006
KE-312/DS-007

LOWER BODY SHIELDING

312/E-Series Lower Body Shields
These lower body shields substantially reduce exposure to scatter radiation emanating
from the table or patient’s body. The shields consist of a lightweight and durable
structure, with an enhanced double friction joint or single friction pivot, and pivotal arm
supporting a flexible 0.5 mm Pb lead curtain. Optional semi-flexible top shields provide
additional protection to the upper body.
• All shields easily mount to either side of the table allowing the pivotal arm to always
face the head end.
• An attachment bracket slides onto a 25 mm high tableside accessory rail (maximum
11 mm thick). Models with stock codes -005, -006, -010, -011, -012, & -013 can be
quickly adjusted to fit either a 25 mm high or 29 mm tableside accessory rail.
• All shields have an automatic wear adjustment facility ensuring accurate joint friction
preventing unwanted curtain movement even when the table is tilted in any direction.
• The suspended curtain forms a single ‘safe zone of occupancy’ for the Radiologist
(or Cardiologist).
• The curtain forms around an under table x-ray tube without impeding movement.

Description

Product Code

Width 78 cm, optional 57 cm fold-down shield, optional 57 and 27 cm lift-off top shield
Width 78 cm, optional 57 cm fold-down shield, included 57 cm lift-off top shield, optional 27 cm lift-off top
shield
Width 92 cm, optional 57 cm fold-down shield, optional 57 cm lift-off top shield, 2x 27 cm lift-off top shield
can be fitted
Width 92 cm, optional 57 cm fold-down shield, included 57 cm lift-off top shield, 2x 27 cm lift-off top shield
can be fitted
Width 92 cm, included 57 cm fold-down shield, optional 57 cm lift-off top shield, 2x 27 cm lift-off top shield
can be fitted
Width 92 cm, includes collision resistant link and 57 cm lift-off top, 2x 27 cm lift-off top shield can be fitted
Width 100 cm, optional 57 cm fold-down top shield, optional 57 cm lift-off top shield, optional 27 cm lift-off
top shield (short)
Width 100 cm, optional 57 cm fold-down top shield, included 57 cm lift-off top shield, optional 27 cm lift-off
top shield (short)
Width 114 cm, optional 57 cm fold-down top shield, optional 57 cm lift-off top shield, optional 27 cm lift-off
top shield, optional 27 cm lift-off top shield (short)
Width 114 cm, optional 57 cm fold-down top shield, included 57 cm lift-off top shield, optional 27 cm lift-off
top shield, optional 27 cm lift-off top shield (short)
Width 114 cm, included 57 cm fold-down top shield, optional 57 cm lift-off top shield, optional 27 cm lift-off
top shield, optional 27 cm lift-off top shield (short)
Width 114 cm, included collision resistant link and 57 cm lift-off top shield, optional 27 cm lift-off top shield,
optional 27 cm lift-off top shield (short)

KE-312/E-005
KE-312/E-006
KE-312/E-010
KE-312/E-011
KE-312/E-012
KE-312/E-013
KE-312/E-015
KE-312/E-016
KE-312/E-020
KE-312/E-021
KE-312/E-022
KE-312/E-023

311/DS-020 Lower Body Shield

(Philips Medical Systems, part No. 9896-000-77201)
This lower body shield reduces exposure to scatter radiation emanating from
the table or patient’s body. It comprises a lightweight and durable structure, with
middle link and pivotal arm supporting a flexible lead curtain.
• The shield easily mounts to either side of the table allowing the pivotal arm to
always face the head end.
• The heavy duty middle link has an automatic wear adjustment facility ensuring
accurate joint friction which prevents unwanted curtain movement even when
the table is tilted in any direction.
• A 52 cm wide top shield can be quickly folded downwards to ease patient
transfer and access.
• The pivotal arm and middle link can swivel outwards from the table side to form
a 53 cm or 70 cm wing, or inwards to be positioned under the table when not in
use.
Description

Product Code

Table shield 52 cm wide fold down top shield: 311/DS-020 to suit Philips Medical Systems, part
No. 9896-000-77201

KE-311/DS-020
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MAVIG Suspended Shielding
Femoral and Radial Access Protective Shield
Modern X-ray protection for today’s applications, particularly for the increase of
radial access and longer interventional procedures:
Recent studies have shown that a significant amount of radiation is emitted not
only through the gap between the patient and shield, but also from the patient
itself.
Even if the shield sits directly on top of the patient, radiation travels under the
shield through the patient and is then released. To combat this, flexible strips
were added to the bottom of the shield. The special design and the flexibility of
the curtain allows it to perfectly adapt to the patient’s body without producing
gaps between the strips, reducing the scatter radiation emitting from the
patient’s body in the direction of the user.
Additionally, the second patient cut-out in combination with the flexible strips
ensures optimal radiation protection during femoral, as well as radial access
procedures.
MA-OT54001 / MA-OT94001 – Radiation protective shield with two patient cutouts and X-ray protective strips:
•
•
•
•
•

Lead Acrylic Shield Size: 78 x 90 cm (W x H)
Lead Equivalent: 0.50 mm Pb
Centrally guided by connecting element
Weight incl. X-ray protective strips: 15.0 kg
Accessories: Specially designed sterile covers MA-STEA-OT4 to meet the
strict hygienic regulations of hospitals

X-Ray Protective Strips
• Flexible X-Ray Protection
• Lead equivalent 0.5 mm Pb
Description

Product Code

Laterally Guided Shield W/ Cutout

MA-OT54001

Challenge

In order to test the efficiency of a shielding curtain, the
scattered radiation distribution was simulated using the Monte
Carlo method for the new radiation protective shield both with
and without a curtain. See fig. 1.a and 1.b
The protection for the examiner’s upper body has increased
85% compared with the shield without a curtain.
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Solution

Suspended Shielding

Urological Intervention Procedure Head Protection
Until now, the necessity of appropriate radiation protective measures for urological interventions in
the lithotomy position has not been of a peculiar interest. However a new study has shown that the
scattered radiation coming out of the patient’s body leads to a high exposure to the doctor during
urology interventions. Common radiation protective shields are seldomly used due to the special
positioning of the patient and the confined space it creates.
The newly developed design is ideally suited for the urological workflow. The shield offers optimal
protection against scattered radiation for the operator in a highly restricted workspace during
urologic interventions carried out in lithotomy position. The high quality shield made of lead acrylic
allows for an excellent transmittance and hence an unimpeded view.
• Shield size: 78 x 90 cm (W x H)
• Lead equivalent: 0.50 mm Pb

Description

Product Code

Urological Interventional Procedure Shield
Urological Interventional Procedure Shield

MA-OT81001
MA-OT91001

Transparent Acrylic Shield
(With Patient Contour Cutout)

Transparent Acrylic Shield
MA-OT50002

Centrally guided via connecting
element. Features a patient
contour cutout for more flexible
usage and positioning over the
patient.

Centrally guided by connecting
element without protective strips.
• Shield size: 50 x 39 cm (W x H)
• Lead equivalent: 0.50 mm Pb

• Shield size: 61 x 76 cm (W x H)
• Lead equivalent: 0.50 mm Pb

Description

Product Code

Lead Acrylic Shield W/ Cutout

MA-OT50001

Description

Product Code

Lead Acrylic Shield

MA-OT50002
Transparent Acrylic Shield
MA-OT80001,-02,-03
Transparent acrylic shield, 0.50
mm Pb, laterally guided with
350mm flexible lead rubber panels
in hygienic PVC cover. Includes a
preset Portegra2 suspension arm
OT50U040, 750/910 mm, nonelectrical.

Transparent Acrylic Shield
MA-OT50011
Centrally guided by connecting
element with flexible radiation
protective strips in hygienic PVC
cover.
• Shield size: 50 x 39 cm (W x H)
• Strip size: 50 x 35 cm (W x H)
• Lead equivalent: 0.50 mm Pb

Description

Product Code

Lead Acrylic Shield

MA-OT50011
Transparent Acrylic Shield
MA-OT50003
Laterally guided with cut-out for
positioning over the patient.
• Shield size: 76 x 60 cm (W x H)
• Lead equivalent: 0.50 mm Pb

Description

Product Code

Lead Acrylic Shield

MA-OT50003

Description

Product Code

Transparent acrylic shield MAOT40B01, dimensions:
400 x 300 mm

MA-OT80001

Transparent acrylic shield MAOT40B02, dimensions:
500 x 380 mm

MA-OT80002

Transparent acrylic shield MAOT40B02, dimensions:
760 x 350 mm

MA-OT80003
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MAVIG Suspension Systems
Shielding systems are an integral part of holistic radiation protection. Imaging Solutions offers an extensive range of shielding
solutions to enable the highest quality of safety without compromise in terms of comfort or practicality for both the patient and the
examiner. Medical staff and patients also benefit from the flexibility in the positioning of the systems and contour options.

Safety & Performance Features

Components can be assembled like building blocks
and can be tailored to your individual requirements.
Of course, MAVIG can also offer customer specific
solutions.

• Maximum load capacity of up to 18 kg (39.7 lbs) for each
suspension arm
• The steel extension / spring arm ensures high stability
against collisions
• UL listing (IEC 60601-1, Edition 2 + 3) and CE certification
• User-friendly, smooth edged design
• Allows for different load levels
• Easy spring arm tension adjustment
• Life Cycle Tested

Track Mounted

MAVIG has set a standard for practices and hospitals in
ceiling support and radiation protective systems. The ceiling
track is suited for universal use of ceiling guided accessories,
including radiation protective shields, lamps, injectors,
monitors, and other equipment. The unique structure profile
ensures smooth running of the carriage. With little force,
the installed system can be moved and positioned. The
carriage glides smoothly, even after many years of routine use
Adjustable cross-struts simplify the system installation.
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Description

Product Code

Ceiling Track

MA-TS1001, -05

Solid construction for maximum safety. Many years of
development have led to MAVIG’s unique steel columns.
The proven construction, sturdy design, and numerous tests
ensure the highest level of safety available.
The patented brake mechanism is a standard for all support
systems with a carriage. The brake holds the carriage at
a fixed position inside the ceiling track, which provides
additional safety during its use.

Twin Column with Carriage (Trolley)

360° Column with Carriage (Trolley)

• One electrical pin and one standard pin at
the same height
• Each pin offers a 240° rotation
• Maximum net load at spring arm adapter:
18.0 kg (39.7 lbs)

• Lower pin allows 360° rotation
• Upper pin is electrical with 240° rotation
• Maximum net load at spring arm adapter:
18.0 kg (39.7 lbs)

Description

Product Code

Description

Product Code

Twin Column with Carriage

MA-TS1501 - 03

360° Column with Carriage

MA-TS2031, -32

Suspensions Systems

Stationary Installation

MAVIG Columns for the Portegra2-System
Solid construction for maximum safety. Many years of
development has led to MAVIG’s unique steel columns. The
proven construction, sturdy design, and numerous tests
ensure the highest level of safety available. The patented
ceiling anchor provides an extra level of protection, stopping
the system from falling in the event that the mounting comes
away from the ceiling.
MA-TS2020 - 23

MA-TS2001 - 05

Twin Column Stationary
•
•
•
•

Mounting plate for stationary
column (recommended for
substructures, e.g. Unistrut®)

One electrical pin and one standard pin at the same height
Each pin offers a 240° rotation
Maximum net load at spring arm adapter: 18.0 kg
Second electrical pin available upon request
Description

Product Code

Description

Product Code

Twin Column Stationary

MA-TS2001 - 05

Mounting Plate

MA-TS1520

360° Column Stationary
• Lower pin allows 360° rotation
• Upper fixed pin is electrical with 240° rotation
• Maximum net load at spring arm adapter: 18.0 kg
Description

Product Code

360° Column Stationary

MA-TS2020 - 23

Extension / Spring Arm for
Equipment

Wall Mount for Portegra2
(max. load capacity of 13.0 kg)

Description

Product Code

Wall Mount

MA-TS1515

Protective shields, lamps, monitors, injectors and other
accessories can be attached and positioned as required. The
extension / spring arm combination offers a large range of
different load bearing categories:
• The long reach capacity with an extension arm of 75 or 95
cm and spring arm of 91 cm
• Multiple load bearing categories: 3.5 – 7.0 kg,
7.0 – 12.0 kg, 12.0 – 18.0 kg
• Shock absorbing, plastic covers to protect from collision
damage
• Internal steel cable provides safe support even after many
years of service
• Specially designed collar guarantees a firm connection with
the shield
Description

Product Code

Portegra2 Extension 75

MA-E-OT75-70120

Portegra2 Extension 95

MA-E-OT95-70120

Portegra2 Suspension Arm
The MAVIG Portegra2 suspension arm provides the mobility
needed so that radiation protection and other equipment can
always be positioned where required.
Patented Safety Features:
A sophisticated safety collar prevents the separation of the
connection joint. This is combined with our safety spring to
keep the connection from loosening, allowing a long and
trouble-free product life. As well, a defined breaking point,
including an internal safety steel cable, provides controlled
safety even in case of heavy collision with other equipment.
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SUSPENSIONS SYSTEMS

Kenex Suspended Shielding

Ceiling Mounted Shield 350/45-001

Ceiling Mounted Shield 351/68-001

This 40 cm x 50 cm shield uses 2.2 mm equivalent lead glass
(@150 kV) for effective protection to the upper body. The
robust yoke assembly provides stability and protection to
the window. The shield is fitted with a 0.5 mm Pb equivalent
flexible curtain which is suspended beneath for further reduce
scatter radiation.

This 60 cm x 80 cm shield uses 0.5 mm equivalent lead acrylic
(@150 kV) for effective protection to the upper body. The
robust yoke assembly provides stability and protection to
the window. The shield’s corner cut-out is easily positioned
over the patient, and can be optionally fitted with a 0.5 mm
Pb equivalent flexible curtain which can be added to further
reduce scatter.

• Material: Lead glass, with minimum 2.2 mm lead equivalent.
• Fitted flexible lower curtain: lead equivalent 0.5 mm.
Description

Product Code

Ceiling Mounted Shield

KE-350/45-001

• Material: transparent lead acrylic, lead equivalent 0.5 mm.
• Landscape orientation.
• Optional curtain.
Description

Product Code

Ceiling Mounted Shield

KE-351/68-001

Ceiling Mounted Shield
354/P/76-001
This 76 cm x 61 cm shield uses
0.5 mm equivalent lead acrylic
(@150 kV) for effective protection
to the upper body. The central
mount system allows 360 degree
rotation ensuring the shield’s corner cut-out can be effectively
positioned over a patient, and can be optionally fitted with a
0.5 mm Pb equivalent flexible curtain which can be added to
further reduce scatter.
• Material: transparent lead acrylic, lead equivalent 0.5 mm.
• Portrait orientation, but central ball and socket joint provides
rotational and tilting movement.
• Optional curtain.
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Ceiling Mounted Flexible Shield 308
Overlapping panels with a fold-up centre section retained by a
press stud.
• Material: flexible 0.5 mm Pb equivalent lead vinyl.
• Size: 50 cm high x 100 cm wide.
• Ceiling model has an 80 cm long ceiling column. 60 & 100
cm lengths are optional.
• Other sizes available on request.
*Shields with suffix -001 can be used with a ceiling track.
Description

Product Code

Description

Product Code

Shield with ceiling column

KE-308/50100-001

Ceiling Mounted Shield

KE-351/P/76-001

Shield with wall mounting bracket

KE-308/50100-005

Suspensions Systems

Ceiling Mounted Shield and Lamp 351
This 60 cm x 80 cm shield uses 0.5 mm lead equivalent
acrylic for effective x-ray protection to the upper body. The
robust yoke assembly provides stability and protection to the
window. The shield’s corner cut-out is easily positioned over
the patient, and can be optionally fitted with a 0.5 mm Pb
equivalent flexible curtain to further reduce scatter radiation
emanating from the patient. Optional flexible 0.5 mm lead
panels fitted around lower profile: 351/P/LR

Stationary system: with a fixed ceiling column
Description

Product Code

60 x 80 cm shield, static column and lamp LED 130F

KE-351/P68/LED130F-001

60 x 80 cm shield, static column and lamp LED 150F

KE-351/P68/LED150F-001

60 x 80 cm shield, static column and lamp LED 300 DF

KE-351/P68/LED3DF-001

Movable solution: with ceiling column and 250 cm ceiling track (as illustrated)
Description

Product Code

60 x 80 cm shield, column, ceiling track and lamp LED 130F

KE-351/P68/LED130F-0031

60 x 80 cm shield, column, ceiling track and lamp LED 150F

KE-351/P68/LED150F-0031

60 x 80 cm shield, column, ceiling track and lamp LED 300 DF

KE-351/P68/LED3DF-0031

Ceiling Mounted Shield and Lamp 354
This 76 cm x 61 cm shield uses 0.5 mm lead equivalent acrylic
for effective protection to the upper body. The central mount
system allows 360 degree rotation ensuring the shield’s corner
cut-out can be effectively positioned over a patient at any
angle. An optional 0.5 mm Pb equivalent curtain can be added
to further reduce scatter emanating from the patient. Optional
flexible 0.5 mm lead panels fitted around lower profile: 354/P/
LR

Stationary system: with a fixed ceiling column
Description

Product Code

76 x 61 cm shield, static column and lamp LED 130F

KE-354/P76/LED130F-001

76 x 61 cm shield, static column and lamp LED 150F

KE-354/P76/LED150F-001

76 x 61 cm shield, static column and lamp LED 300 DF

KE-354/P76/LED3DF-001

Movable solution: with ceiling column and 250 cm ceiling track (as illustrated)
Description

Product Code

76 x 61 cm shield, column, ceiling track and lamp LED 130F

KE-354/P76/LED130F-0031

76 x 61 cm shield, column, ceiling track and lamp LED 150F

KE-354/P76/LED150F-0031

76 x 61 cm shield, column, ceiling track and lamp LED 300 DF

KE-354/P76/LED3DF-0031
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Suspensions Systems

Ceiling Mounted Shield and Lamp 350
This 40 cm x 50 cm shield uses 2.0 mm lead equivalent glass
for effective x-ray protection to the eyes and thyroid. The
robust yoke assembly provides stability and protection to the
window which carries a 0.5 mm lead equivalent flexible curtain
beneath to help further reduce scatter radiation.

Stationary system: with a fixed ceiling column
Description

Product Code

40 x 50 cm shield, static column and lamp LED 130F

KE-350/45/LED130F-001

40 x 50 cm shield, static column and lamp LED 150F

KE-350/45/LED150F-001

40 x 50 cm shield, static column and lamp LED 300 DF

KE-350/45/LED3DF-001

Movable solution: with ceiling column and 250 cm HD aluminium ceiling track
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Description

Product Code

40 x 50 cm shield, column, ceiling track and lamp LED 130F

KE-350/45/LED130F-0031

40 x 50 cm shield, column, ceiling track and lamp LED 150F

KE-350/45/LED150F-0031

40 x 50 cm shield, column, ceiling track and lamp LED 300 DF

KE-350/45/LED3DF-0031

Suspensions Systems

Kenex Suspension Systems
Kenex suspension systems are in use worldwide and safely
support numerous medical devices
Including; radiation protective shields, lamps, monitors, contrast injectors, video cameras and x-ray equipment control consoles,
either alone or in combination. Customised solutions are also tailored to suit specific requirements.

Ceiling Void Anchorage Mount 300/P/012

Ceiling Column Mounting Plate 300/P/004

This support structure is designed for installation in the space
between a suspended ceiling and a solid ceiling above.

This mounting plate provides an effective support for the static
installation of the ceiling column supplied with shields, lamps
and monitor suspension systems.The plate can be fixed above
or below a suspended ceiling.

• Maximum distance: 90 cm. (Column not included)
• Supplied disassembled so alterations can be made to suit
the exact distance.
• Once assembled, installed and adjusted it provides an
upright and solid platform.
Description

Product Code

Ceiling Void Anchorage Mount

KE-300/P/012

• 73.5 x 34 x 3.8 cm steel mounting plate, (column not
included): 300/P/004
Description

Product Code

Ceiling Column Mounting Plate

KE-300/P/004

Ceiling Track and Carriage 3001/TC
Heavy duty aluminium tracks supplied with a smooth running
carriage. Please note: model 3001/TC/250 track and carriage
is included with some radiation shields.
• 2 carriages can be ﬁtted to provide independent movement
of up to 4 devices.
• Optional cable management system (energy chain) for
lamps or monitors etc.
• The cable management ﬁts tidily within the track and
eliminates hanging cables.
• Design simpliﬁes installation to Unistrut (or equivalent)
ceiling channels.
• Shields with a ceiling column, i.e., 354/P/76-001 can be
ﬁxed to a carriage.
Description

Product Code

250 cm ceiling track plus 1 carriage

KE-3001/TC/250

420 cm ceiling track plus 1 carriage

KE-3001/TC/420

Extra carriage (maximum 2 per track)

KE-3001/3.25

Energy chain (per carriage) for 250
cm long tracks

KE-3001/TC/250/
EC

Energy chain (per carriage) for 420
cm long tracks

KE-3001/TC/420/
EC
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